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Filed
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
Stephen K. Christiansen (Idaho Bar No. 8032)
36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Post Office Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1478
Telephone: (801) 532-3333
Facsimile: (801) 534-0058

MAY 1 1 2010

Franklin N. Smith (Idaho Bar No. 1333)
510 "0" Street
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2249
Telephone: (208) 524-3700
Facsimile: (208) 522-8618
Attorneys for Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Power

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR
ONEIDA COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
DECREE OF EASEMENT
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

1 Decree of Easement
.. SI!h-

Civil No. CV-2009-4
Honorable Robert C. Naftz

Based on the Memorandum Decision and Order of the Court dated April 20,
2010,

and

the

Final

Judgment

of

Condemnation

entered

by

the

Court

contemporaneously herewith, it is hereby DECREED as follows:
1.

Defendants Stanley K. Jensen and Catherine C. Jensen, residents of

Malad, Oneida County, Idaho, as Trustees of the Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family
Living Trust dated May 27, 2007 ("Owners"), are the record owners of certain real
property located in Oneida County, Idaho, with tax identification nos. RP0284200 and
RP0285600, which are more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto (the
"Subject Property").
2.

A perpetual easement and right of way (the "Easement") is hereby

GRANTED to Rocky Mountain Power and its successors and assigns to locate,
construct, reconstruct, operate, maintain, relocate, enlarge, alter, and remove electric
power lines, communication lines, and related equipment, including supporting towers
and poles, guy anchors, conductors, wires, cables and other lines, and all other
necessary or desirable equipment, accessories and appurtenances thereto on, over, or
under that portion of the Subject Property more particularly described in Exhibit B hereto
(the "Easement Area"), together with a right of access along and within the described
Easement Area, and the right of access to the Easement Area over and across the
Subject Property, as shown on Exhibit C hereto.

2

Decree of Easement

3.

Other terms of the Easement are as follows:
a.

Owners may not fence the Easement Area nor obstruct access in a

manner that will preclude continuous longitudinal travel by persons, vehicles, or
equipment, except as otherwise agreed to in writing by Rocky Mountain Power.
b.

Rocky Mountain Power's rights of access are intended to run with

and encumber the Subject Property unless expressly released in writing by
Rocky Mountain Power.
c.

Owners may use the Easement Area for any purpose that is not

inconsistent with the purposes for which this Easement is granted, provided that
Owners may not, within the Easement Area: i) construct any building or structure
of any kind or nature; ii) excavate closer than fifteen feet (15') feet from any pole
or structure; iii) place or use anything, including equipment or vehicles that
exceed twelve feet (12') in height; iv) increase the existing ground elevation; v)
light any fires or store flammable or hazardous materials; or vi) otherwise use the
Easement Area in any manner that violates the National Electric Safety Code or
Rocky Mountain Power's safety clearance standards, as may be amended from
time to time.
d.

Owners may not plant any species of trees or other vegetation

within the Easement Area that will grow to a height greater than twelve feet (12')
or outside of the Easement Area that will grow within twenty-five feet (25') of the
transmission line conductor. Rocky Mountain Power shall have the right to prune
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or remove all vegetation in violation of the foregoing or, in its reasonable opinion,
that interferes with or is causing or may cause a threat of harm to its facilities or
improvements.
e.

All rights and obligations contained herein or implied by law are

intended to be covenants running with the land and shall attach, bind and inure to
the benefit of Owners and Rocky Mountain Power and their respective heirs,
successors, and assigns.
4.

A copy of this Decree of Easement may be recorded in the land records of

Oneida County, Idaho, as evidence and notice of the provisions of the Easement.
DATED this

&

day of

~

,2010.

BY THE COURT:

Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Sixth District Court Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the ~day of ~
,2010, I served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing DECREE OF EASE ENT upon the following, by firstclass mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:

Stanley K. Jensen, Trustee
Catherine C. Jensen, Trustee
Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family Living Trust
885 Devil Creek Road
Malad City, 10 83252
Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801
Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, UT 84095
Judge Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthouse
P.O. Box 4847
Pocatello, 1083205
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EXHIBIT A
Description of Subject Property

Tax ID #: RP0284200

TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION 11: SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER
EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAYS AND EASEMENTS

Tax ID#: RP0285600
TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION 14: EAST HALF, SOUTH HALF OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE
SOUTHWEST QUARTER
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: HIGHWAY RlGHTS-OF-WA Y AND EASEMENTS

EXHIBIT B
Description of Easement Area

STANLEY K. & CATHERINE C. JENSEN
TAX 10 #02-84-200 & 02-85-600
EASEMENT PSL-38 & 39
DESCRIPTION
An easement 150 feet in width situate in the East Half of Section 14 and the Southeast
Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 11, Township 13 South, Range 36 East,
Boise Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho. Said easement being 75 fee perpendicularly
distant each side of the following centerline, to wit:
Beginning at a point on the south line of the Grantor's land which is 73.30 feet
N.89°24'35'W, more or less, along the section line from the Southeast Corner of said
Section 14 and running thence N.14°16'58"E 120.93 feet; thence N.06°50'30"W
2670.37 feet; thence N.00019'06'W 3393.34 feet; thence N.14°06'49"W 400.85 feet to
the north line of said land and the south right of way line of Colton Lane and terminating.
The sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged or shortened so as to intersect the
south line of said land at the point of beginning and the north line of said land at the
point of termination.
LESS AND EXCEPTING therefrom any portion lying within the right-of-way of Interstate
15.
The above-described easement contains 975,227 square feet or 22.388 acres, more or
less.
The basis of bearing is Utah State Plane, North Zone, Grid-NAD 1983 Datum.
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EASEMENT DESCRIPTION:
An easement over property owned by Stanley K. and Catherine C. Jensen. ("Grantors"). situated in Section 14 & 11, Township 13 South. Range
36 East, Salt Lake B.ase & Meridian. Oneida County. Idaho. and being more particularly described as follows:
The portion of "Grantor's" land shown above (see easement document)
Contains: 22.388 acres, more or less, (as described)
THIS DRAWING SHOULD BE USED ONL Y AS A REPRESENTATION OF l1iE LOCATION OF THE EASEMEI>lT BEING CONVEYED. THE EXACT LOCATION OF AU STRUCTURES.
LINES AND APPURTENANCES IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WIl1iIN THE BOUNDARIES OF THE RIGHT OF WAY HEREIN GRANTED
DATE:
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An easement over property owned by Stanley K. and Catherine C. Jensen, rGrantors"), situated in Section 14 & 11, Township 13 South, Range
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EXHIBIT C
Description of Access Easement Area

STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C. JENSEN
TAX ID#02-84-200 & 02-85-600
ACCESS EASEMENT PSL-38-R & 39-R
DESCRIPTION
An easement 30 feet in width situate in the East Half of Section 14 and the Southeast Quarter of
the Southeast Quarter of Section 11, Township 13 South, Range 36 East, Boise Meridian,
Oneida County, Idaho. Said easement being 15 feet perpendicularly distant each side of the
following described centerline, to wit:
Beginning at a point on the north line of the Grantor's land, said point also being on the south
right of way line of Colton Lane, which is 3970.54 feet S.00015'05"E, more or less, along the
section line and 628.77 feet S.89°44'55"W, more or less, from the Northeast Corner of said
Section 11 and running thence the following twenty-six (26) courses: 1.) S.6r50'03"W 98.71
feet; 2.) S.59°07'52"W 83.31 feet; 3.) S.5r35'52"W 72.61 feet; 4.) S.59°04'41 "W 151.38 feet;
5.) S.70016'37"W 73.07 feet; 6.) S.83°41'26"W 158.23 feet; 7.) S.71°05'58"W 70.33 feet; 8.)
S.52°31 '26"W 48.73 feet; 9.) S.05°24'29"E 153.81 feet; 10.) S.00009'02"E 442.59 feet; 11.)
S.05°20'12"W 374.94 feet;12.) S.12°20'09"W 121.80 feet; 13.) S.35°14'15"E 116.24 feet to point
"A", a junction of two roads; 14.) S.44°15'24"E 218.55 feet; 15.) S.28°30'33"E 158.17 feet; 16.)
S.1r57'23"E 95.53 feet; 17.) S.00033'13''W 77.12 feet; 18.) S.23°45'55"W 265.09 feet to point
"B", a junction of two roads; 19.) S.38°23'44"W 219.06 feet; 20.) S.16°52'22"W 80.20 feet; 21.)
S.04°35'36"W 471.78 feet; 22.) S.5r29'51"E 512.38 feet; 23.) S.62°26'56"E 255.48 feet; 24.)
S.33°07'36"E 106.98 feet; 25.) S.28°04'04"E 188.72 feet; 26.) S.36°46'07"E 209.43 feet to the
west line of Rocky Mountain Power's easement and terminating, at which point the Southeast
Corner of Section 14 bears S08°33'28"E 2939.00 feet. The sidelines of said easement shall be
prolonged or shortened so as to intersect the north line of said land at the point of beginning and
the west line of said power line easement at the point of termination.
ALSO beginning at point "A", as described above, and running thence the following eight (8)
courses, beginning with the number 27.) N.65°51 '51 "E 99.78 feet; 28.) N.86°37'0T'E 138.64
feet; 29.) N.89°14'53"E 134.91 feet; 30.) N.81°46'51"E 80.43 feet; 31.) N.70040'39"E 68.75 feet;
32.) N.34°15'09"E125.92; 33.) N.49°24'15"E 70.20 feet; 34.) N.63°16'13"E 264.91 feet to the
west line of said power line easement and terminating. The sidelines of said easement shall be
prolonged or shortened so as to intersect the west line of said power line easement at the point
of termination.

ALSO beginning at point "8", as described above, and running thence the following nine (9)
courses, beginning with the number 35.) S.52°34'54"E 107.31 feet; 36.) S.59°25'54"E 98.62
feet; 37.) S.62°48'3T'E 69.58 feet; 38.) S.54°36'OT'E 82.03 feet; 39.) N.76°24'15"E 50.67 feet;
40.) S.79°53'56"E 35.28 feet; 41.) S.61 °15'55"E 79.08 feet; 42.) S.52°10'44"E 109.38 feet; 43.)
S.74°50'40"E 195.72 feet to the west line of said power line easement and terminating. The
sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged or shortened so as to intersect the west line of
said power line easement at the point of termination.

The above-described easement contains 198,126 square feet or 4.548 acres, more or less,
together with such cuts and fills to slopes as necessary in some areas that exceed the 30-foot
width, not exceeding an overall area of disturbance of 200,160 square feet or 4.595 acres.
The basis of bearings is Utah State Plane, North Zone, Grid-NAD 1983 Datum.
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EASEMENT DESCRIPTION:
An easement over property owned by Stanley K. and Catherine C. Jensen. ("Grantors"). situated in Sections 14 & 11, Township 13 South,
Range 36 East, Salt Lake Base & Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho, and being more particularly described as follows:
The portion of "Grantor's" land shown above (see easement document)
Contains 4.548 acres, more or less, (as described) and 4.595 acres overall of area disturbed.
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EASEMENT DESCRIPTION:
An easement over property owned by Stanley K. and Catherine C. Jense n, ("Grantors"), situated in Sections 14 & 11, Township 13 South,
Range 36 East, Salt Lake Base & Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho, and being more particularly described as follows:
The portion of "Grantor's" land shown above (see easement document)
Contains: 4.548 acres, more or less, (as described) and 4.595 acres overall of area disturbed.
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
Stephen K. Christiansen (Idaho Bar No. 8032)
36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Post Office Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1478
Telephone: (801) 532-3333
Facsimile: (801) 534-0058
Franklin N. Smith (Idaho Bar No. 1333)
510 "0" Street
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2249
Telephone: (208) 524-3700
Facsimile: (208) 522-8618
Attorneys for Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Power

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR
ONEIDA COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,

FINAL JUDGMENT OF
CONDEMNATION

vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,

Civil No. CV-2009-4
Honorable Robert C. Naftz

Defendants.
By its Memorandum Decision and Order of April 20, 2010, the Court granted
Rocky Mountain Power's Motion for Summary Judgment and the relief requested
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therein. Pursuant to the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order, the Court hereby
FINDS, ORDERS, ADJUDGES and DECREES as follows:
1.

As a public utility, Rocky Mountain Power is vested with the power of

eminent domain pursuant to Idaho Const. art. 1, § 14 and Idaho Code § 7-701.
2.

Rocky Mountain Power has sought an easement upon real property

located in Oneida County, Idaho, with tax identification nos. RP0284200 and
RP0285600, which are more particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto (the
"Subject Property").
3.

Defendants Stanley K. Jensen and Catherine C. Jensen, residents of

Malad, Oneida County, Idaho, as Trustees of the Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family
Living Trust dated May 27, 2007 ("Owners"), are the record owners of the Subject
Property.
4.

Rocky Mountain Power has sought an easement upon the Subject

Property to accommodate a new transmission line from the Populus Substation in
Bannock County, Idaho, to the Ben Lomond substation in Box Elder County, Utah. The
transmission line is necessary to meet the increased demand for electricity within Rocky
Mountain Power's service area and serves an important public purpose.
5.

A perpetual easement and right of way (the "Easement") is hereby

GRANTED to Rocky Mountain Power and its successors and assigns in accordance
with the terms of the Decree of Easement entered contemporaneously herewith.
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6.

It is further ORDERED that a copy of the Decree of Easement may be

recorded in the land records of Oneida County, Idaho, as evidence and notice of the
provisions of the Easement.
7.

Based on the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order, and based

further on the undisputed material facts and the law underlying such decision, it is
hereby ADJUDGED that just compensation for the taking of the Easement is
$162,000.00.
8.

Owners are hereby AWARDED just compensation in the amount of

$162,000.00. This is all just compensation that is due and owing for the taking in this
case.
9.

Rocky Mountain Power has already paid to Owners all just compensation

that is due. Owners may keep any amount paid to them that is in excess of the amount
of just compensation ordered herein, pursuant to the terms of the parties' Occupancy
Agreement, as amended.
10.

Defendants Stewart A. Jensen and Brian C. Pearson are not entitled to

any compensation hereunder. No other person has demonstrated any interest in the
Subject Property nor any entitlement to any of the just compensation.
11.

All of the parties shall be liable for their own attorneys' fees and costs.

DATED this

10

dayof

~

,2010.

Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Sixth District Court Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the ~day of ~
,2010, I served a true
OF CONDEMNATION upon the
and correct copy of the foregoing FINAL JUDGME
following, by first-class mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows:

Stanley K. Jensen, Trustee
Catherine C. Jensen, Trustee
Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family Living Trust
885 Devil Creek Road
Malad City, 10 83252
Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801
Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, UT 84095
Judge Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthouse
P.O. Box 4847
Pocatello, 1083205
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EXHIBIT A
Description of Subject Property

Tax ID #: RP0284200

TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION II: SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER
EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAYS AND EASEMENTS

Tax ID#: RP0285600
TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION 14: EAST HALF, SOUTH HALF OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE
SOUTHWEST QUARTER
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: HIGHWA Y RIGHTS-OF-WAY AND EASEMENTS
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MAY 2 5 2010

MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502

M.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

* *** * * ** * ** ** ** ** * **** ***** ** * ** ** ** *************
COMES NOW Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, Adam J. McKenzie,
of McKenzie & McKenzie, P.A., and hereby respectfully move the Court to reconsider its

Memorandum Decision And Order granting summary judgment in favor of Plaintiff, and to
reconsider entry ofjudgment entered by the Court on May 11, 2010, as well as the Court's Decree

a/Easement dated May 11,2010. This Motion is made pursuant to Rule 11(2)(B) of Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure, and upon the following grounds:
1. That the Defendants Stanley K. Jensen and Catherine C. Jensen, as Trustees of the

Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family Living Trust, were not represented by counsel in these
proceedings. Defendants were and are not trained attorneys and were unaware of the requirements
and methods of properly responding to a motion for summary judgment. The Defendants were
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - Page 1
complaint\jensen-stanley.motion for reconsideration

under the mistaken belief that the documents provided in opposition to summary judgment were
sufficient to oppose summary judgment and did not understand that actual affidavits were required
to respond to the motion for summary judgment above and beyond what was filed by them in
opposition to Plaintiff s motion.
2. That had the Defendants had the advantage of counsel, facts would have been presented
to the Court in proper form to show that there are issues of fact regarding the value of the property
condemned by Plaintiff, as shown in the attached affidavits.
3. That in addition to questions of fact regarding the actual value of the property taken by
the Plaintiff, there are issues of fact with regards to severance damages as well as other damages
incurred and suffered by Defendants as a result of the taking and condemnation of Defendants'
property as set forth in the attached Affidavit of Stanley K. Jensen.
Based on the above, and the affidavits attached hereto and incorporated herewith by
reference, there are genuine issues of material fact which preclude summary judgment in favor of
Plaintiff. Had Defendants had the assistance of counsel, these facts would have been presented
in a proper form for the Court's consideration. The Defendants lack any legal training or
experience and based on the facts as set forth in Defendant's affidavit, the Defendants felt that
what had been presented to the Court was sufficient and properly submitted. The Defendants
respectfully move this Court for reconsideration of its previous Memorandum Decision and Order,
deny the motion for summary judgment, and vacate the Judgment and Decree ofEasement entered
in this matter.
The Defendants request oral argument on this Motion, and will, pursuant to the rules
provide a written Memorandum in support of this Motion within fourteen days, and fourteen days
prior to the hearing on this Motion.
DATED this '2.5 -t::;..day of May, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true and correct copy of the following described pleading
or document on the party(ies) listed below by hand-delivery, facsimile transmission, or U. S. Mail
with the correct postage paid thereon, in the manner indicated, on this 'LS-e. day of May, 2010.
Document Served:

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY JENSEN/
AFFIDAVIT OF CATHERINE C. JENSEN/
AFFIDAVIT OF LARRY OJA/
AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFERY SEMRAD
LETTER OF LORINDA SEAMONS

Party(ies) Served:

Method of Service:

Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478
Fax No.: 801-534-0058

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Franklin N. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249
Fax No.: 522-8618

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, UT 84065

[.f] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801

[.f] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Honorable Robert E. Naftz
District Judge
Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello, ID 83201
Fax No.: 236-7012

[.f] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission
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MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801

Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
~~Idaho

83263

Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Facsimile: (208) 852-3502

IN TIlE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division )
ofPacifiCorp, an Oregon Corporation,

PlaintifI:

Case No.: CV-2009-004

-)
)

)
)

vs.

)
)
)

STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE
C. JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY
LIVING TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN;
BRIAN C. PEARSON; and JOHN DOES
1-20,

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF TIIE DEFEENDANTS'
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

************************************************
STATE OF .:cd. '" h

<2

}
) 55.

COUNTY OF

Q~.yA.....

)

I the undersigned ~ based upon my own personal knowledge, hereby deposes

and says:
1.

j"j6-,.c,."t.. . ,I reside at17~ 4.171J,.J.i'''''y!''f1

Myname is
in the city of

&<14- k'D

, the County of Qru.;..4

, State of

::t,.!p &0

2. I am the e1C.1..t4
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3._

S£MM-Q'IS' 'i' IP J,.>
owned property located in Oneida
attached hereto and incorporated
County, more fully descn"bed in the De~
herein by reference and identified as Exhibit "A".

4.

The property described in Exhibit "An is located near the property owned by
the Defendants which is more fully described in Exhibit "B If attached hereto
and incorporated herein by reference.

5. The Defendants' property identified in Exhibit "B" is the subject of the lawsuit
now pending before the court and upon which the Plaintiffhas constructed its
transmission lines and. access roads.

6. I am familiar with the Defendants' use and the character of the property
identified in Exhibit "B't, asS41"V"·~'1. ~r~- r~r 'Z,n---- owned
property nearby.
7.

8.

The property descnood in the attached Exhibit"A" is similar in both its
character and use as the property owned by the Defendants, and has historically
been used in similar ways as the property owned by the Defendants, mainly for
agricultural and recreational uses.
In.

{~~Qs..e~

identified in Exhibit "A" to .:-. _ ~
.fJ 1 ~ \2 8'::L
an acre.

9.

sold. the propertydescnoed and
)l?rVe'i
for
_

5£.,..,

The transaction was voluntary, and
(lIb~...}-Sc rtiX?"~W!JS not
required to sell the property, and did so willingly based on the offer topurchase
the property.

,.;)
DATED this :l i..{
day of May, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

NOTARY PUBLIC

Residing at: ~tt'- M( 1Jh.e.~
My Commission Expires: v' 0 -fv

=tr -

j. ~

day of May, 2010.

EXHIBIT "A"

A PARCEL OF LAN:o LOCATED'IN, SECfION 35, towNSHIP 12' SOUTH, lUNGE 36 EAST, BOISE
, MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY; iDAHo, ~ MORE PARTIcuLARLY-DEScRmED ~ FOLLOWS:
COMMENCING AT THPEAST QUARTER CORNER OF SAID SECTION 35, FROM WHICHTHB WEST
QUARTER CORNER OF SECTION 35 BEARS soum 89°' 46' 42" WEST;
,
THENCE SOUTH'S3° 13' 10" WEST 2669:76 FEET TO A SiS" REBARANn CAP,LABELED "ALLEN LAND
SURYEYrnG, PLS 9(63" AT THE EAST RIGm OF WAYUNE OF'OW HIGHWAY 191, SAID POINT,BEING
, nm POINT OF BEGINNING.
, '
, '
"
"
'
THENCE NORTH 01 ° 33' 57" WEST 214.00 FEET TO THE' BEGINNING OF A 1939.86 FOOT RADIUS' ' "
NON~TANGENTCURVE CONGA~ TO THE SOumwEST, WHOSE CENTER BEARS, SOUTH 88° 26' 44" '
WEST;

,

'"

THENCE NORTHWESTERLy ALONG SAID CURVE TIIROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 11° 21' 55" A
DISTANCE OF 384.80'FEETTO TBEEND OF" SAID cumlE {CHORD.=NORTH 07° 14' 14" VlEST334.17 ,

FEET);
,
.,
"
':'
,
,
,..'
',.
THENCE NORm 12° 51' ro" WEST 515.11 FEET ALONG SAID RIGHi' OF WAY LINE TO,A 5/8" REBAR ANn
CAP AT THE 'SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE PARCEL OF LAND DEPICTED AND DESCRIBED, ON RECORD ,
OF SURVYE INSTRUMENT 130280; ,
TH::ENCE NORm 87° 01' 19" EAST 806.12 FEET ALONG SAID SOUTH BOUNDARY TO A 5/8" REBARAND

CAP AT AFENCE LINE;
,
,
' ,
TIIENCE ALONG EXISTING FENCE Li:J$~ THE FOlLOWING E.UNEN (11) COURSES:
'THENCE Soum 24° 35' 00" EAST ,148.50,l<'EET; "
'.:
'
,
THENCE SOUTH 57° IS' 00" EAST 94.00 FEET;, '
THENCE SOVTII 18° 55' 00" EAST'125.70 FEEt;
'TIlENCE SOUJ"H 45° 27' 00" WE&T 50.90 FEET;' "

'

THENCE SOUTH,300,02' 00" EAST 147.00 FEET; ,

, THENCE SOUTH zoO 20' 30" EAST 13.5.00 FEET; .
THENCE soum 65° 27' 00" EAST 36.00'FEET;'
THENCE soum 39" 01' 30" EAST 40.10 FEET; ..
THENCE soum 16,057' 30" EAST 254.80 FEET;
THENCE SO~ 39" 36' 00" WEST il.30 FEET;
'!HENCE soUrn 08° 19' 00" EAST 21.97 FEETTOA 518"'REBARAND CAP'
TRENCE,SOUTH 75° 42',00" WEST 2i2;4O FEET TO A 518ft REBAlt AND CAP;
THENCE SOUTH
58' 00" WEST ~05.00 FEET TO A 5/8" REBAR AND CAP;
THENCE so~ 79° 49' 20" WEST 328.50 FEET TO THE pOINT OF BEGlNNING.

rr

, , '

, TOGETHER ~ A :rwENTY (20) FOOT WIDEACCESs AND ~'TY EASElvIOO1, BElNG TEN (10) FJ:iliT
ON EACH SIDE OF THE FoLLoWING DESCRIBED CENTERLINE:
'
' ,
COMMENCING AT TIm' EAST QtJ~TER coRNER. Of'-SAID SECTION'3S, TOWNSHIP 12 SOUTH. RANGE 36

-EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA GOUNTY, IDAHO, FROM WEIGH THE,WEST QUARTER CORN"ER OF
SEcrtON 35 BEARs SOUTH 89",46' 42ft WEST; , ' "
'
"
,
, . THENCE SQUTH 83° 13' 10" WEST 2669.76 FEET TO A sis" REBAR. AND CAP LABELED "ALLEN LAND :
'SURVEYING,PLS 9163" ATTHEEASTRiG~OF,WAYLll-.ffi OFOLDEIGHWAY 191; ,
'
THENCE SOU1HOlo 33' 57" EAST 10.11 FEET ALONG SAID RIGHT OF WAY LINE TO TIlE POINT OF

BEGlNNING"OYTHIS EASEMENT:

'

...

'THENCE NORTH 79° 49' 20" ,~AST 33(:i:18'F.BET;
• ' THENCE NORTH 77° 58' 00" EASt ~05.36 FEET;
THJ.WCE NORTH 75'0 42"00" BAST 21 1..55 FEET.

.

EXHIBIT "B"

Tax ID#: RP0284200
. TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, R..A.NGE 36 EAST. BOISE ME.RII)IAN. ONEIDA COUNlY. IDAHO.
SEcnON 11: SOUI1ffiAST QUAR'reR OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER

Tal ID#: RP02856()()
TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO

SECTION 14: EAST HALF, SOUTH HALF OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWES'T
QUARTER.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM:
HIGHWAY RIGHTS-OF·WAYS AND EASEMENTS.

F em) Rev. J 2/0912008

MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Facsimile: (208) 852-3502

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division )

ofPacifiCorp, an Oregon Corporation,

Case No.: CV-2009-004

)
)

PlaintUBf,

)
)

VS.

)

)
)
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE )
C. JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY )
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY
)
LIVING TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; )
BRIAN C. PEARSON; and JOHN DOES )
1~~
)
)
Defendants.
)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF THE DEFEENDANTS'
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

----------------------------)
************************************************
STATEOF .L'tJAl-\O

)
) 55.

COUNTY OF b N G lOA

)

I the undersigned affiant, based upon my own personal knowledge, hereby deposes
and says:

1.

My name is L A R R'-f
in the city of Mc\. \,\..tl c-\
,rc~G--~

.

2.

O:rA

k,

, I reside at 11010 1\;1, OGe> I~ I
,the County of 0 ~te~(h ,State of

I owned property located in Oneida County, more fully described in the Deed
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference and identified as Exhibit
"Alt.
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3. The property described in Exhibit flAil is located near the property owned by
the Defendants which is more fully described in Exhibit "Btl attached hereto
and incorporated herein by reference.
4. The Defendants' property identified in Exhibit liB" is the subject of the lawsuit
now pending before the court and upon which the Plaintiff has constructed its
transmission lines and access roads.
5.

I am familiar with the Defendants' use and the character of the property
identified in Exhibit liB", as I owned property nearby.

6. The property described in the attached Exhibit "A" is similar in both its
character and use as the property owned by the Defendants, and has historically
been used in similar ways as the property owned by the Defendants, mainly for
agricultural and recreational uses.
7. In Lo07 I sold the property described and identified in Exhibit "Alf to
I Y &- S .V\. \t- \-\
for ~III C c'::" <:<2an acre.
8. The transaction was voluntary, and I was not required to sell the property, and
did so willingly based on the offer to purchase the property.

DATED this

;:;L'f

day of May, 2010.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

NOTARY P "LIC tU{YIC,h(
'~
LL
Residing at:
/ac(
;LJ
My Commission Expires: d-e?B-c;2{)1j

rna

t ir

(;2 c.;

day of May, 2010.

I
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EXHIBIT "A"

10.415 acres

A parcel of land in the NEXNWY.. of Sec 35 T 12 S R 36 EBM
Oneida County, Idaho described as follows:
Commencing at the West 1/16 comer, on the North line of
said Sec 35 monumented with a 5/8" rebar w/alum. cap stamped
PlS 843; said point bears North 89°18'42" East, 1319.19 feet,
from the NW comer of said Section 35;
thence South 00°32'58" East, along the West 1/16 line, 599.71
feet to a point of intersection with the centerline of
Devil's Creek, the True Point of Beginning;
thence South 00°32'58" East, continuing along said
West 1/16 line,746.84 feet;
thence South 89°59'49" East 941.47 feet to a 1/2" rebar and
plastic cap stamped PlS 843, said point being on the
Southwesterly right-of-way of Old state Highway 191;
thence along said Southwesterly right-of-way line, from a tangent
bearing North 22°41'40" West, along a curve to the left,having a
radius of 1382.39 feet, through a central angle of 15°03'38" for
an arc lingth of 363.37 feet to a state highway right-of-way
monument;
thence North 37"44'50" West, continuing along said Southwesterly
right-of-way line, 257.18 feet to a point of intersection with
the centerline of Devil's Creek;
Thence along said centerline of Devil's Creek the
following courses:
North 67"47'34", West 20.21;
South 81°59'17", West 17.45 feet;
South 54°55'28" West, 16.42 feet;
South 22°58'06" West, 19.12;
South 08°11'33" East, 22.62 feet;
South 39°14'25" West, 19.72 feet;
North 84°01'53" West, 28.08 feet;
North 49°52'25" West 29.22 feet'
North 58°15'43" West, 30.93 feet;
North 60°25'32" West, 41.74 feet;
South 87"52'05" West, 38.81 feet;
North 41 °33'26" West, 30.16 feet;
North 57"31'32" West, 51.72 feet
North 86°03'24" West, 28.04 feet;
North 41 °56'10" West, 123.89 feet;
North 79°18'45" West, 69.71 feet;
North 63°20'18" West, 159.11 feet
thence north 56°15'58" west, continuing along said creek centerline, 7.15 feet to
the true point of beginning.

EXHIBIT "B"

Tax ID#: RP0284200
. TOWNSHIP
13 SOUTH) R.ANOE 36 RA.ST. BOISE
ME.RI:D1AN. ONEIDA COUNTY. IDAHO.
.
.
SECT10N 11: SOU1HEAST QUARTER OF 1HB SOtrrnEAST QUARTER

Tax ID#: RP0285600
TOWNSHIP I) SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO

SECTION 14: EAST HALF, SOUTH HALF OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST
QUARTER.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM:
H:GHWAY RIGHTS-Of-WAYS AND EASEMENTS.

MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISH #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502
Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMIL Y LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV -2009-4
AFFIDAVIT OF
CATHERINE C. JENSEN
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

** ***** *** * ** ** ** ** ** * ***** ******* *** * * *** *******
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN )
COMES NOW CATHERINE C. JENSEN, upon first being duly sworn, deposes and says
as follows:
1. My name is Catherine C. Jensen; I reside in Oneida County, Idaho.
2. I am one of the Trustees of the Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family Living Trust, a
Defendant in this matter (hereinafter "Trust").
3. The Trust is the owner of real property more specifically described in Exhibit "A"
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
4. Prior to and since transferring the property described in Exhibit "A" into the Trust, the
property has been used for agricultural purposes including but not limited to raising alfalfa, barley,
AFFIDAVIT OF CATHERINE C. JENSEN - Page 1
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wheat, and other crops on the ground. Further, the property has been used for pasturing livestock
and cattle.
5. The parcel described in Exhibit "A" is part of the larger parcel of property described more
fully in the attached Exhibit "B". Exhibits "A" and "B" are part of a larger tract ofland which totals
640 acres. The primary access to the full 640 acres is through a gate to be maintained by Rocky
Mountain Power, over the ground which is described in Exhibit "A".
6. Because of the nature and contour of the property, the only way to access the 640 acres
owned by the Trust was through the property identified in Exhibit "A".
7. In farming and otherwise conducting the agricultural operations performed on the
property, large combines, seed drills, and other heavy equipment which are wide and cumbersome
are used.
8. During the winter, the cattle are moved to a location on the property described in Exhibit
"B", because there is a spring there that does not dry up over the winter access and use of this area
is critical to the Defendants' operations.
9. In October of2008, I entered into a occupancy agreement with Rocky Mountain Power,
the Plaintiff herein, wherein we agreed to allow Rocky Mountain Power to enter upon our property
described in Exhibit "A", for the purpose of constructing a transmission line and access roads to
maintain that line. It was understood that Rocky Mountain Power would pay the fair market value
of the property upon which the transmission line and access roads were placed, and that Rocky
Mountain Power would pay any damages incurred by me.
10. The property upon which Rocky Mountain Power has constructed their power lines and
access roads was frontage property along 1-15, and is also property overlooking Devil Creek
Reservoir. It was property which can be developed, not only for agricultural purposes, but for
residential and commercial purposes. The transmission lines were placed in the very spot where any
home or building would otherwise be located. The construction has caused my property value for
either development of residential or commercial use to be greatly reduced, as the power lines
constructed upon the property prevent the construction of any home or business which would have
been built on the property. It has left me unable to sell my property.
11. The Trust has owned the property described in Exhibit "A" for four years. I owned the
property for: 38 years prior to that. I know the property well, as well as its value, and its potential
value, as both a commercial and residential property. Based on the construction, the property I now
own cannot be sold for the same value that it could have been prior to the construction. While I have
had numerous offers to sell the property, since the construction of the power lines, I have had no
offers.
12. The roads constructed by Rocky Mountain Power are only 15 feet wide, and have been
raised in some places nearly 6 feet. Because of the construction of these roads, I am unable to move
any of my heavy equipment necessary for farming the 640 acres of property owned by the Trust. My
combines, seed drills, and other equipment used to farm the property are simply unable to traverse
the 15 foot wide road Rocky Mountain Power constructed, and unable to cross over the 6 foot
embankment. Because there is no other access to the property, I have been denied the ability to
either farm or pasture any cattle on the back portion of my property.
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13. Due to wet areas on the property that run from early spring sometimes to June, I have
to access the property through the fields, which is blocked by the access roads.
14. We have discussed this matter with Rocky Mountain Power and while initially agreeing
to remedy the problem, now indicates that it will not do so.
15. The loss of nearly 640 acres of farm ground denies the Trust the ability to use its
property, and has resulted in a yearly loss of damages in the amount of $ 51,475. OD.
16. Because of the way Rocky Mountain Power cut the roads over the property, the road
is blocked and impassible in the winter. We cannot get cattle to where I can provide water and
feed throughout the winter. The only alternative is to drill a well and find a new area to winter the
cattle. The cost of drilling and developing the well will be $50,000.00.
17. At the time Rocky Mountain Power entered the property, I requested measures be
taken to prevent the cattle from getting out and trespassers from coming in, by locking the gate.
Rocky Mountain Power did not lock the gate, did not close it, and even ran over it.
18. On numerous occasions we have asked Rocky Mountain Power to close and lock the
gates. Because the gates have consistently been left opened and unlocked, it is impossible to graze
or pasture cattle on a large portion of property.
19. The roads cut into the property identified in Exhibit "A", cut 145 acres of property into
22 sections, which breaks up the contour of the property. Farming or harvesting can no longer be
done along the contour of the land. It doubles the cost of farming the property, resulting in yearly
costs of$ 49,300.00 . Further, the road construction and work done on the property has resulted
in the rock and other debris washing off the road and into the fields, which require additional time
to clear the rock from the fields, and increases the likelihood of washouts and other accidents
which make farming the property dangerous, difficult and costly.
20. Prior to the Court's entry of judgment in this case, Rocky Mountain Power had
expressed its willingness to assist in solving these problems. However, since entry of the Court's
judgment, Rocky Mountain Power no longer wishes to carry out this part of the agreement.
21. In 2009 and 2010, I took a series of photographs identifying the damages and current
state of the property upon completion of the work by Rocky Mountain Power, also showing the
width of the road and the embankments. Said photographs are attached hereto as Exhibit "C".
22. I have not had any legal training. At the time when the Motion for Summary Judgment
was pending, it was my understanding that by virtue of the statements raised in my Opposition to
Summary Judgment, that I had, in fact, presented "facts" necessary to prevent the Motion for
Summary Judgment. I felt as though the legal arguments raised in the Opposition to Summary
Judgment were sufficient to respond and oppose the Motion for Summary Judgment.
23. I have no education or understanding of the proper ways or rules of presenting "facts"
necessary to oppose a Motion for Summary Judgment. I did not know then or now what facts are
admissible or inadmissable. Had I been aware of these rules, I would have provided this
Affidavit, as well as those others attached to the Motion for Reconsideration.
DATED this aJ{YAday of May, 2010.
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN

)
) ss.
)

CATHERINE C. JENSEN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that she has read the
foregoing Affidavit, and knows the contents thereof, and as to the matters and things therein alleged,
affiant believes the same to be true.

(J~-L~~
HER1NE C. JENSE
me this
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1.~ *"day of May, 20lO.

EXHIBIT "A"

STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C. JENSEN
TAX ID#02-84-200 & 02-85-600

ACCESS EASEMENT PSL-38-R & 39-R
DESCRIPTION
An easement 30 feet in width situate in the East Half of Section 14 and the Southeast
Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 11, Township 13 South, Range 36 East,
Boise Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho. Said easement being 15 feet perpendicularly
distant each side of the following described centerline, to wit:
Beginning at a point on the north line of the Grantor's land, said point also being on the
south right of way line of Colton Lane, which is 3970.54 feet S.00015'05"E, more or less,
along the section line and 628.77 feet S.89°44'55"W, more or less, from the Northeast
Corner of said Section 11 and running thence the following twenty-six (26) courses: 1.)
S.6r50'03"W 98.71 feet; 2.) S.59°07'52"W 83.31 feet; 3.) S.5r35'52"W 72.61 feet; 4.)
S.59°04'41"W 151.38 feet; 5.) S.70016'37"W 73.07 feet; 6.) S.83°41 '26"W 158.23 feet;
7.) S. 71 °05'58"W 70.33 feet; S.) S.52°31 '26"W 48.73 feet; 9.) S.05°24'29"E 153.81 feet;
10.) S.00009'02''E 442.59 feet; 11.) S.05°20'12"W 374.94 feet;12.) S.12°20'09"W 121.80
feet; 13.) S.35°14'15"E 116.24 feet to point "A", a junction of two roads; 14.)
S.44 °15'24"E 218.55 feet; 15.) S.28°30'33"E 158.17 feet; 16.) S.1 r57'23"E 95.53 feet;
17.) S.00033'13''W 77.12 feet; 18.) S.23°45'55"W 265.09 feet to point "B", a junction of
two roads; 19.)S.3so23'44"W 219.06 feet; 20.) S.16°52'22"W 80.20 feet; 21.)
S.04°35'36"W 471.78 feet; 22.) S.5r29'51"E 512.38 feet; 23.) S.62°26'56"E 255.48 feet;
24.) S.33°07'36"E 106.98 feet; 25.) S.28°04'04"E 188.72 feet; 26.) S.36°46'07"E 209.43
feet to the west line of Rocky Mountain Power's easement and terminating, at which
point the Southeast Corner of Section 14 bears SOso33'28"E 2939.00 feet. The sidelines
of said easement shall be prolonged or shortened so as to intersect the north line of said
land at the point of beginning and the west line of said power line easement at the point
of termination.
ALSO beginning at point "A", as described above, and running thence the following
eight (8) courses, beginning with the number 27.) N.65°51'51"E 99.78 feet; 28.)
N.86°3T07"E 138.64 feet; 29.) N.89°14'53"E 134.91 feet; 30.) N.81 °46'51"E 80.43 feet;
31.) ~-J.70040'39''E 68.75 feet; 32.) N.34°15'09"E125.S2; 33.) N.4so24'15"E 70.20 feet;
34.) N.63°16'13"E 264.91 feet to the west line of said power line easement and
terminating. The sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged or shortened so as to
intersect the west line of said power line easement at the point of termination.

ALSO beginning at point "B", as described above, and running thence the following nine
(9) courses, beginning with the number 35.) S.52°34'54"E 107.31 feet; 36.) S.59°25'54"E
98.62 feet; 37.) S.62°48'3TE 69.58 feet; 38.) S.54°36'OTE 82.03 feet; 39.)
N. 76°24'15"E 50.67 feet; 40.) S.79°53'56"E 35.28 feet; 41.) S.61 °15'55"E 79.08 feet;
42.) S.52°10'44"E 109.38 feet; 43.) S.74°50'40"E 195.72 feet to the west line of said
power line easement and terminating. The sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged
or shortened so as to intersect the west line of said power line easement at the point of
term ination.

The above-described easement contains 198,126 square feet or 4.548 acres, more or
less, together with such cuts and fills to slopes as necessary in some areas that exceed
the 30-foot width, not exceeding an overall area of disturbance of 200,160 square feet or
4.595 acres.
The basis of bearings is Utah State Plane, North Zone, Grid-NAD 1983 Datum.

STANLEY K & CATHERINE C JENSEN
TAX 10#02-84-200 & 02-85-600
EASE MENT PSL-38 & 39
DESCRIPTION
An easement 150 feet in width situate in the East Half of Section 14 and the Southeast
Quarter of the Southeast Quaner of Section 11, Township 13 South, Range 36 East,
Boise Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho Said easement being 75 feet perpendicularly
distant each side of the following described centerline, to Wit
Beginning at a point on the south line of the Grantor's land which is 73.30 feet
N89°24'35"W, more or less, along the sedon line from the Southeast Corner of said
Section 14 and running thence N.14°16'58"E 12093 feet; thence N 06°50'30"W 2670.37
feet: thence N.00019'06''W 3393.34 feet: thence N 14 °06'49"W 40085 feet to the nonh
line of said land and the south right of way line of Colton Lane and terminating The
sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged or shonened so as to intersect the south
line of said land at the point of beginning and the nonh line of said land at the point of
termination.
LESS AND EXCEPTING therefrom any ponion lying within the flght-of-way of Interstate
15
The above-described easement contains 975,227 square feet or 22388 acres, more or
less
The basis of bearings is Utah State Plane, Nonh Zone, Grid-NAD 1983 Datum.

EXHIBIT "B"

Tax ID#: RP0284200
TOWNSHIP J3 SOUTH, RANGE 36 MST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO.
SECTION 11: SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF

nm SOUTHEAST QUARTER

EXCEYITrlG T1-IEP...EFrtOM.All BJGHW AY RIOl-IT OF WAYS AND EASEMENTS.

Tax ID#: RP0285600
TOWNSHIP IJ SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION 14
QUARTER.

EAST HALF, SOUTH HALF OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST

EXCEPTING THEREFROM:
HIGHWAY RIGHTS-OF-WA YS AND EASEMENTS.

Fem) Rev. 12/0912008

EXHIBIT "B"

Tal: ID#: RP0284200
TOWNSHIP 13 soum, RANGE 36 E.A.ST. BOISE ME.R.J:DlAN. ONEIDA COUNTY. IDAHO.
SECfION 11: SOUTHEAST QUARTER OP THE SOUT'dEASTQUARTER
EXCEFTING THB:tEl'ROM All r.JGHW A Y RJOm OP WA YS AND EASEMENTS.

Tax ID#: RP0285600
TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION l'l
QUARTER.

EAST HALF, SOUTH HALF OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST

EXCEPTING THEREFROM:

HIGHWA Y RIGHTS-Of-WA YS AND EASEMENTS.

P::gttJof9

Fem) Re-v. J 2/1}912008
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MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502
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Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMIL Y LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN c.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
AFFIDAVIT OF
STANLEYK. JENSEN
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

** **** *** ******** ************ ** ** * ** *** **** *** ***
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN )
COMES NOW STANLEY K. JENSEN, upon first being duly sworn, deposes and says as
follows:
1. My name is Stanley K. Jensen; I reside in Oneida County, Idaho.
2. I am one of the Trustees of the Stanley and Catherine Jensen Family Living Trust, a
Defendant in this matter (hereinafter "Trust").
3. The Trust is the owner of real property more specifically described in Exhibit "A"
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference.
4. Prior to and since transferring the property described in Exhibit "A" into the Trust, I
have worked the property and used it for agricultural purposes including but not limited to raising
AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY K. JENSEN - Page 1
complaint\j ensen-stanley. affidavit
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barley, wheat, and other crops on the ground. Further, the property has been used for pasturing
livestock and cattle.
5. The parcel described in Exhibit "A" is part of the larger parcel of property described more
fully in the attached Exhibit "B". Exhibits "A" and "B" are part of a larger tract ofland which totals
640 acres. The primary access to the full 640 acres is through a gate to be maintained by Rocky
Mountain Power, over the ground which is described in Exhibit "A".
6. Because of the nature and contour of the property, the only way to access the 640 acres
owned by the Trust was through the property identified in Exhibit "A".
7. In fanning and otherwise conducting the agricultural operations performed on the
property, large combines, seed drills, and other heavy equipment which are wide and cumbersome
are used.
8. During the winter, the cattle are moved to a location on the property described in Exhibit
"B", because there is a spring there that does not dry up over the winter access and use of this area
is critical to the Defendants' operations.
9. In October of 2008, I entered into a occupancy agreement with Rocky Mountain Power,
the Plaintiff herein, wherein we agreed to allow Rocky Mountain Power to enter upon our property
described in Exhibit "A", for the purpose of constructing a transmission line and access roads to
maintain that line. It was understood that Rocky Mountain Power would pay the fair market value
of the property upon which the transmission line and access roads were placed, and that Rocky
Mountain Power would pay any damages incurred by me.
10. The property upon which Rocky Mountain Power has constructed their power lines and
access roads was frontage property along 1-15, and is also property overlooking Devil Creek
Reservoir. It was property which can be developed, not only for agricultural purposes, but for
residential and commercial purposes. The transmission lines were placed in the very spot where any
home or building would otherwise be located. The construction has caused my property value for
either development of residential or commercial use to be greatly reduced, as the power lines
constructed upon the property prevent the construction of any home or business which would have
been built on the property. It has left me unable to sell my property.
11. The Trust has owned the property described in Exhibit "A" for four years. I owned the
property for 38 years prior to that. I know the property well, as well as its value, 'and its potential
value, as both a commercial and residential property. Based on the construction, the property I now
own cannot be sold for the same value that it could have been prior to the construction. While I have
had numerous offers to sell the property, since the construction of the power lines, I have had no
offers.
12. The roads constructed by Rocky Mountain Power are only 15 feet wide, and have been
raised in some places nearly 6 feet. Because of the construction of these roads, I am unable to move
any of my heavy equipment necessary for farming the 640 acres of property owned by the Trust. My
combines, seed drills, and other equipment used to farm the property are simply unable to traverse
the 15 foot wide road Rocky Mountain Power constructed, and unable to cross over the 6 foot
embankment. Because there is no other access to the property, I have been denied the ability to
either farm or pasture any cattle on the back portion of my property.

AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY K. JENSEN - Page 2
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13. Due to wet areas on the property that run from early spring sometimes to June, I have
to access the property through the fields, which is blocked by the access roads.
14. I have discussed this matter with Rocky Mountain Power and while initially agreeing
to remedy the problem, now indicates that it will not do so.
15. The loss of nearly 640 acres of farm ground denies the Trust the ability to use its
property, and has resulted in a yearly loss of damages in the amount of $ 51 ,475.0.0.
16. Because of the way Rocky Mountain Power cut the roads over the property, the road
is blocked and impassible in the winter. I cannot get cattle to where I can provide water and feed
throughout the winter. The only alternative is to drill a well and fmd a new area to winter the
cattle. The cost of drilling and developing the well will be $50,000.00.
17. At the time Rocky Mountain Power entered the property, I requested measures be
taken to prevent the cattle from getting out and trespassers from coming in, by locking the gate.
Rocky Mountain Power did not lock the gate, did not close it, and even ran over it.
18. On numerous occasions I have asked Rocky Mountain Power to close and lock the
gates. Because the gates have consistently been left opened and unlocked, it is impossible for me
to graze or pasture cattle on a large portion of property.
19. The roads cut into the property identified in Exhibit "A", cut 145 acres of property into
22 sections, which breaks up the contour of the property. Farming or harvesting can no longer be
done along the contour of the land. It doubles the cost of farming the property, resulting in yearly
costs of$ 49,300.00 . Further, the road construction and work done on the property has resulted
in the rock and other debris washing off the road and into the fields, which require additional time
to clear the rock from the fields, and increases the likelihood of washouts and other accidents
which make farming the property dangerous, difficult and costly.
20. Prior to the Court's entry of judgment in this case, Rocky Mountain Power had
expressed its willingness to assist in solving these problems. However, since entry of the Court's
judgment, Rocky Mountain Power no longer wishes to carry out this part of the agreement.
21. I have not had any legal training. At the time when the Motion for Summary Judgment
was pending, it was my understanding that by virtue of the statements raised in my Opposition to
Summary Judgment, that I had, in fact, presented "facts" necessary to prevent the Motion for
Summary Judgment. I felt as though the legal arguments raised in the Opposition to Summary
Judgment were sufficient to respond and oppose the Motion for Summary Judgment.
22. I have no education or understanding of the proper ways or rules of presenting "facts"
necessary to oppose a Motion for Summary Judgment. I did not know then or now what facts are
admissible or inadmissable. Had I been aware of these rules, I would have provided this
Affidavit, as well as those others attached to the Motion for Reconsideration.
DATED this

2if

day of May, 2010.
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN

)
) ss.
)

STANLEY K. JENSEN, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read the
foregoing Affidavit, and knows the contents thereof, and as to the matters and things therein alleged,
affiant believes the same to be true.
ArAN'LE'YKENSEN

1Jf~ day of May, 2010.
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EXHIBIT "A"

STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C. JENSEN
TAX ID#02-84-200 & 02-85-600
ACCESS EASEMENT PSL-38-R & 39-R
DESCRIPTION
An easement 30 feet in width situate in the East Half of Section 14 and the Southeast
Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section 11, Township 13 South, Range 36 East,
Boise Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho. Said easement being 15 feet perpendicularly
distant each side of the following described centerline, to wit:
Beginning at a point on the north line of the Grantor's land, said point also being on the
south right of way line of Colton Lane, which is 3970.54 feet S.00015'05"E, more or less,
along the section line and 628.77 feet S.89°44'55'W, more or less, from the Northeast
Corner of said Section 11 and running thence the following twenty-six (26) courses: 1.)
S.67°50'03"W 98.71 feet; 2.) S.59°0T52"W 83.31 feet; 3.) S.5r35'52"W 72.61 feet; 4.)
S.59°04'41"W 151.38 feet; 5.) S.70016'3TW 73.07 feet; 6.) S.83°41'26"W 158.23 feet;
7.) S.71°05'58"W70.33 feet; 8.) S.52°31'26"W 48.73 feet; 9.) S.05°24'29"E 153.81 feet;
10.) S.00009'02''E 442.59 feet; 11.) S.05°20'12"W 374.94 feet;12.) S.12°20'09"W 121.80
feet; 13.) S.35°14'15"E 116.24 feet to point "A", a junction of two roads; 14.)
S.44°15'24"E 218.55 feet; 15.) S.28°30'33"E 158.17 feet; 16.) S.1 rST23"E 9S.53 feet;
17.) S.00033'13'W 77.12 feet; 18.) S.23°4S'SS"W 26S.09 feet to point "8", a junction of
two roads; 19.)"S.38°23'44"W 219.06 feet; 20.) S.16°S2'22"W 80.20 feet; 21.)
S.04°35'36"W 471.78 feet; 22.) S.Sr29'S1"E 512.38 feet; 23.) S.62°26'S6"E 255.48 feet;
24.) S.33°0T36"E 106.98 feet; 25.) S.28°04'04"E 188.72 feet; 26.) S.36°46'OTE 209.43
feet to the west line of Rocky Mountain Power's easement and terminating, at which
point the Southeast Corner of Section 14 bears S08°33'28"E 2939.00 feet. The sidelines
of said easement shall be prolonged or shortened so as to intersect the north line of said
land at the point of beginning and the west line of said power line easement at the point
of termination.
ALSO beginning at point "A", as described above, and running thence the following
eight (8) courses, beginning with the number 27.) N.6so51 '5i"E 99.78 feet; 28.)
N.86°37'0T'E 138.64 feet; 29.) N.89°14'53"E 134.91 feet; 30.) N.81°46'S1"E 80.43 feet;
"'ioo40''''''("\"E
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34.) N.63°16'13"E 264.91 feet to the west line of said power line easement and
terminating. The sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged or shortened so as to
intersect the west line of said power line easement at the point of termination.
L.,...,')

'"

....

L.

ALSO beginning at point "B", as described above, and running thence the following nine
(9) courses, beginning with the number 3S.) S.52 34'S4"E 107.31 feet; 36.) S.59°2S'54"E
98.62 feet; 37.) S.62°48'37"E 69.58 feet; 38.) S.54°36'07"E 82.03 feet; 39.)
N. 76°24'1S"E 50.67 feet; 40.) S.79°53'56"E 35.28 feet; 41.) S.61 °15'55"E 79.08 feet;
42.) S.52°1 O'44"E 109.38 feet; 43.) S.74°50'40"E 195.72 feet to the west line of said
power line easement and terminating. The sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged
or shortened so as to intersect the west line of said power line easement at the point of
termination.
Q

The above-described easement contains 198,126 square feet or 4.548 acres, more or
less, together with such cuts and fills to slopes as necessary in some areas that exceed
the 30-foot width, not exceeding an overall area of disturbance of 200,160 square feet or
4.595 acres.
The basis of bearings is Utah State Plane, North Zone, Grid-NAD 1983 Datum.

STANLEY K. & CATHERINE C JENSEN
TAX 10#02-8<1-200 & 02-8S-600
EASE MENT PSL-38 & 39
DESCRIPTION
An easement 150 feet in width situate in the East Half of Section 14 and the Southeast
Quarter of the Southeast Ouaner of Section 11 Township 13 South, Range 36 E as!,
Boise Meridian, Oneida County, Idaho Said easement being 75 feet perpendicularly
distant each side of the following desCflbed centerline, to wit
Beginning at a point on the south line of the Grantor's land which is 73.30 feet
N.89°24'3S"W, more or less, along the section line from the Southeast Corner of said
Section 1-4 and running thence N 14°16'S8"E 12093 feet; thence N06°50'30"W 2670.37
feet: thence N.00019'06''W 3393.34 feet: thence N 14°06'49"W 40085 feet to the north
line of said land and the south right 01 way line of Colton Lane and terminating. The
sidelines of said easement shall be prolonged or shonened so as to intersect the south
line of said land at the point of beginning and the norih line of said land at the point 01
termination.
LESS AND EXCEPTING therefrom any pori ion lying within the right-of-way of Interstate
15.
The above-described easement contains 975,227 square feet
less.

Of

22.388 acres, more or

The basis of bearings is Utah State Plane, Norih Zone, Grid-N.AD 1983 Datum.

EXHIBIT "B"

Tax ID#: RP0284200
. TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 B.A.ST. BOISE ME.R.II)IAN. ONEIDA COUNlY. IDAHO.
SECTION 11: SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER
EXCE?TI;.JG THEREFROM All wGHW AY RJOHT OF WA YS AND EASEMENTS.

Tax ID#: RP0285600
TOWNSHIP 13 SOUTH, RANGE 36 EAST, BOISE MERIDIAN, ONEIDA COUNTY, IDAHO
SECTION 14 EAST HALF. SOUTH HALf OF NORTHWEST QUARTER, NORTH HALF OF THE SOUTHWEST

QUARTER.
EXCEPTING THEREFROM:

HIGHWAY RIGHTS-Of-WAYS AND EASEMENTS.

Fom) Rev. 12/Q9/2008
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May 24,2010

L; Selling Quality Real Estate to Quality Buyers

To Whom It May Concern,

RE: Stan Jensen Property in Malad, Idaho
I have been actively involved in the real estate industry since 1997. During that time I have
become very familiar with land values in reference to farms and ranches, as well as residential values.
Flinders Realty & Exchange specializes in large land parcels, and is a reputable company with over 30
years of experience in the farm and ranch industry.
It is my understanding that there is a question as to the land values in regard to the Stan Jensen property
in Malad, Idaho. I have shown Mr. Jensen's property several times and I am very aware of it's
agriculture use as well as future development potential. The property definitely has recreational value
as well as possible use as homesites. As far as commercial value, that would be something that my
expertise would not be as familiar with.

In the event the property belonging to Mr. Jensen; were to be subdivided into lots; such as the New
Canyon Subdivision, values would likely be $8,000 to $10,000 an acre. The New Canyon properties
were all zoned agriculture, similar to Mr. Jensen's, and were subdivided into various land parcels. There
have also been comparables along Old Highway 191 that will support that value. According to
comparable land sales in this specific area, the figures quoted are very consistant.
If you would like any additional information, please don't hesitate to give me a call.

Best Regards,

~~ ~"~,',,J~~
Lorinda Seamons
Office Manager/Sales Associate
Flinders Realty & Exchange, Inc.
208-766-7653 Office
208-339-3890 Cell

Date

-

~.tt?

flindersrealty.com
Flinders Realty & Exchange, Inc.

215 East 50 South Suite #4, Malad, ID 83252

Phone (208) 766-7653

Fax (208) 766-2554
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----MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street· Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502

Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
VS.

STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHBRINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

)

* * * • • • * * * * • + • • * * *• + • • * * • • • * * * * * • + • * * * * * • • • * * * * + • *

COMES NOW Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, Adam J. McKenzie,

of McKenzie & McKenzie, P.A., and hereby respectfully submits the Memorandum In Support Of

Motion For Reconsideration.
FACTllAL AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY;

On January 29,2010, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Summary Judgment asking for judgment
as a matter of law based on the claims and prayer for relief raised in its Second Amended
Complaint filed on January 28~ 2010. The hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment
was scheduled for March 12,2010. The Plaintiff filed two affidavits and supporting appraisals
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT or MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - P&qe 1
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to establish the alleged value of the subject property, in support of the Motion for Summary
Judgment. The pro-se Defendants submitted a response without supporting affidavits, to the
Motion for Summary Judgment. The hearing for the Motion for Summary Judgment was held on
March 12, 2010, at which time the matter was taken under advisement, and on April 20, 2010, a

Memorandum Decision and Order was entered by the Court granting Summary Judgment in favor
of Plaintiff, setting the value of the property taken and amount of damages caused as a result of
the taking by Plaintiff of the Defendants' property at a combined total of $162,000.00. This
amount was based on the appraisal of Lenard J. Owens. The Court then entered a Final Judgment

ofCondemnation and Decree o/Easementpursuant to its Memorandum Decision and Order on May
11,2010. The primary basis for the Court's decision to grant Summary Judgment in favor of
Plaintiff was the Defendants' failure to provide facts by way of affidavit, depositions, or otherwise
to demonstrate that there were genuine issues of material. On May 25, 2010, Defendants, through
counsel, timely filed a Motion for Reconsideration supported by the Affidavits of Stanley K.
Jensen Catherine C. Jensen, and the Affidavits of Larry Oja, Jeffrey Semrad, and a sworn letter
j

from Lorenda Seamons. The Motion for Reconsideration filed by Defendants asks the Court to
reconsider its previous decision, granting the Motion for Summary Judgment, on the basis that
there are genuine issues of material fact, based on the Affidavits filed with the Motion, as argued
more fully below.
STANDARD QF REVIEW:

A.

Motion to RecoDsider.
Pursuant to the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, a party may move the Court to

reconsider any orders made by the court any time before entry of fmal judgment and not later than
fourteen (14) days after entry of final judgment. Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules 0/ Civil

Procedure. When considering a motion for reconsideration, "the trial court should take into
account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the
interlocutory order." Barmore 'Y. Perrone 145 Idaho 340, 344,179 PJd 303, 307 (2008), see also
l
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Jofmsonv. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468,147 P.3d 100. (Ct. App. 2006). The burden is on the moving

party to present new facts to the court for review on such a motion. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v.

First Nan Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 800 P.2d 1026 (1990).
B.

Motion for Summary Judgment.

Summary judgment is proper if"the pleadings, depositions, and admissions On file,

together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moyina party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). On a motion for
summary judgment, the moving party bears the burden of proving the absence of material facts.
Sherer v. Pocatello School Dist. No. 2.5, 143 Idaho 486,148 P.3d 1232 (2006). When a motion for

summary judgment has been supported by either depositions, affidavits, or other evidence, the
adverse party may not rest upon the mere allegations or denials contained in parties' pleadings, but
must by affidavits or otherwise provided facts showing there is a genuine issue of material fact for
trial. ICRP 56e, see, Johnson v. McPhee, 147 Idaho 455, 210 P.3d 563 (Ct. App. 2009). "In order
to survive a motion for summary judgment. Plaintiff need not prove that an issue will be decided

in its favor at trial; rather, it must simply show that there is a triable issue." See Johnson at 459, at
567. The facts presented are to be liberally construed in favor of the non-moving party, and all
reasonable inferences from the record shall be in favor of the non-moving party. Lettunich v. Key
Bank Nat. Ass'n, 141 Idaho 362, 109 PJd 1104 (2005). If reasonable minds might reach different

conclusions, summary judgment must be denied. Id
ANALYSIS;

Idaho law permits a defendant in a condemnation action to be paid, in money, the value of
the property taken as well as the damages that will accrue to the property not taken because of its
severance. Art. 1. § 14, Idaho Constitution, andI.C. § 7·11 and 7-14; andStatev. Dunclick, 77 Idaho
45,286 P.2d 1112 (1955). Article 1, §14 of the Idaho Constitution requires that just compensation
be provided to any property owner for property taken for public use. Further, Idaho Code § 7-11
governs the calculation of assessment of damages. In making any determination of damages it is
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necessary to determine the fair market value of the property being condemned. 'vrhe compensation
which must be paid for property taken by imminent domain does not necessarily depend upon the
uses to which it is devoted at the time of the taking; rather, all the uses for which the property is
suitable shollid be considered in determining market value." Ada County Highway District v.
Magwire, 104 Idaho 656, 658, 662 P.2d 237,239 (1983). Symms v. City of Mountain Hame, 94

Idaho, 528, 531, 493 P.2d, 387,389 (1972). Further, "the highest and best use of which the property
is adaptable and needed or likely to be needed in the reasonably near future is to be considered." Id.
Fair market value of a property is the amount which would be agreed upon by a willing buyer and
a willing seller. Id at 240, at 659. Finally, as noted by the court, the burden of proving the amount
of damages sustalned must be borne by the landowner. State v. DuncliC/c, 77 Idaho 45, 286 P.2d
1112 (1955).
A.

There are genuine issues of material facts regarding the value of the property
that Plaintiff has condemned.

There are issues of fact regarding the value of the subject property. In support ofthe Motion
for Reconsideration, the Defendants have submitted several affidavits, one of which is the Affidavit
of Larry Oja of Malad. Idaho, who owned property similar in both its character and use as the subject
property owned by the Defendants. The Affidavit indicates that Mr. Oja is aware of and familiar
with the subject property as well as its uses. Mr. Oja s property and the subject property are located
I

near each other and are similar in type and use. The Affidavit indicates that in 2007 Mr. Oja sold
his property for $11,000.00 an acre, an amount exceeding the appraised value proffered in the
appraisals of Mr. Cook and Mr. Owens. The Defendants also offer the Affidavit of Jeffrey Semrad,
president of Semard Bros. And Sons, Inc., which owned and used property similar to and located
near the subject property owned by the Defendants. His Affidavit states that Semard sold this
property for $8,468.00 an acre.

Mr. Semrad and Mr. Oja indicate that the transactions were voluntary, between a willing
buyer and a willing seller; facts that are used to establish fair market value. Ada County Highway

Dist. v. Magwire, supra. Both transactions represent instances of a sale of similar property at a price
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more than double the value identified by the appraisals submitted by the Plaintiff. Both Mr. Semrad
and Mr. Oja are qualified to testify regarding the sales, as well as the properties sold, as they were
owners and involved in the sales. Both have personal knowledge ofthe transactions and properties
and are qualified to testify regarding the same. The Affidavits do raise an issue of fact regarding the
fair market value of the subject property.
The Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine Jensen also indicate that the subject property
not only has value for agricultural or recreational uses, but also for commercial development. They
have owned and worked the property for several years, they are familiar with the current and
prospective use of the property. They are qualified to testify as to the value of the subject property.
The property does have commercial value. Neither appraisal offered by the Plaintiff addresses the
value of the property for use as commercial property, nor explains their reasons for failure to discuss
the use of the property for commercial uses, which would raise the value of the property. This is a
flaw in the reliability of both appraisals. The Idaho courts have indicated that when considering
value a court should consider the highest and best possible use to which the property can be used.
Such an analysis would require at least a consideration of the property for commercial purposes. It
should be noted that the subject property has excellent access from a paved road to 1-15.
The subject property also has a significant frontage along 1-15, and the subject property can
be used and adapted for commercial and residential use.

The subject property in question is

unzoned, and there is nothing to indicate that the property could not be used for commercial use, or
any other use. Furthermore, the property sits overlooking Devil Creek Reservoir, which is a popular
recreational area rendering the property excellent for either residential, recreational, or commercial
development. (See paragraphs 10 and 11 of the Affidavit ofStanley K. Jensen and Catherine C.

Jensen,' see also Sworn letter of Lorenda Seamons.) As identified in the sworn letter of Lorenda
Seamons, the property does have recreational value as well as residential value. Ms. Seamons is a
realtor in the Malad area, is involved in the purchase and sale of both residential and recreational
property, and is familiar with the comparable sales ofpropexty in the Malad and Oneida County area.
MEMORANOUM IN SUPPORT or MOTION fOR RECONSIDERATION - PAge 5
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(See sworn letter of Lorenda Seamons.) In her opinion, if the property that is the subj ect of the
taking were divided into lots for residential purposes, the likely value of the lots would be $8,000
and $10,000 an acre. (See sworn letter of Lorenda Seamons.).
The Plaintiff's

0'Ml

appraisals are markedly different. Both appraisers indicate in their

affidavits that the amount set forth in each affidavit represents the fair market value of the subject
property, plus the damages caused by the taking. However, there is an $80,000.00 difference
between the two appraisals. This situation is unlike the case cited by the Court in its Memorandum

Decision and Order, Eagle Sewer Dlst. v. Hormaechea, 109 Idaho 418, 707 P.2dI057, where there
were at least three independent appraisals performed each setting the price at $3,000.00 per acre.
In this case, the two appraisals submitted by Plaintiff are dramatically different. The affidavits
offered in support of the Motion for Reconsideration present facts of two transactions dealing with
property similar to the subject property in its character and use sold by a willing seller to a willing
buyer. The affidavits show comparable sales of property similar to the subject property~ that sold
for more than $8,000.00 an acre. In light of Defendants , affidavits, and the difference of opinion of
the two appraisals submitted by Plaintiff, there are obvious issues of fact regarding the value of
property taken. Summary Judgment is, therefore, not proper, and the Motion for Reconsideration
should be granted.
This case is not unlike the situation in the case cited .by the Court in its Memorandum

Decision and Order, Ada County Highway District v. Magwire, 104 Idaho 656, 658,662 P.2d 237,
239 (1983). In Magwire, the Highway District sought to condemn a parcel ofland needed for an
extension for widening of a road. The property sought to be condemned was a vacant and
unimproved residentia110t. The property was zoned residential and carried certain restrictive
covenants preventing use for anything other than residential purposes. A previous attempt by the
O\VD.er to

re-zone the property had been rejected. Id, at 239, at 658. The property was located on a

comer lot at the intersection of two major thoroughfares and properties in the vicinity consisted of
other office-type buildings.

Th~ issue in the case became whether or not the court properly admitted
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and relied on testimony as to the value of the property if it were re-zoned "limited-office" and then
developed accordingly. The argument raised at the trial, and with which the court agreed, was that
the possible re-zoning and development of the property for office-type buildings could be used to
increase the value of the property. The trial court found that the future and possible development
of the property for office-type buildings was admissible to determine and eventually increase the
value of the property taken. On appeal, the Idaho Supreme Court set forth guidelines for the court
to consider and to determine the value of the property taken. The court reaffirmed its decision in

Symms, supra, that determination of value is not limited solely to the use to which the prop~ is
devoted at the time of the taking, but rather, all uses for which the property is suitable. Id This led
the court to look to the highest and best use for which the property could be used, stating that "it
must be shown that the use for which the property is claimed to be adaptable is reasonably probable."
Ada Count)' Highway Dist' at 658, at 239. The court examined the evidence showing the probability
j

that the property in question could be re-zoned "limited-office" and that future development could
occur. The court ultimately found that based on the evidence, the possibility of future development
was probable and that it could be used to increase the value of the property. The court upheld the
lower court's finding that the future development was the highest and best use of the property.
In the present case, the Plaintiff' 5 appraisals both indicate and identify property near the

Defendants' property that is similar to the subject property, which has been developed for residential
use~

and acknowledge that the subject property could be developed for residential usc, but fail to

acknowledge any increase this would have on the value of the subject property. The Affidavits of
Stanley Jensen and Catherine Jensen also indicate that the property can be developed for resident and
commercial use, which would increase its value. The sworn letter ofLorenda Seamons indicates that
subdividing and developing the subject property would increase its value to $8,000.00 to $10,000.00
an acre. Unlike the property in Ada County Highway Dist, there are no restrictive covenants here
and the current zoning regulations of the county would permit a subdivision, and permit residential
development without any additional re-zone or requirement. The affidavits and facts presented in
WEMO&ANDUM IN SOPPORT or MOTION FOR RECONSID~TION - Page 7
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support of the Motion for Reconsideration show that development of the property would increase
the value. There are issues of fact raised by the affidavits and supported by law that would render
summary judgment in this matter improper. The Motion for Reconsideration should be granted, the
Motion for Summary Judgment denied.
B.

There are genuine issues of material facts regarding the amount of damages to
which the Defendants are entitled which are a result of the £ondemnation of
Defendants' property.

The Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine Jensen also raise issue of facts as to the
damages suffered by the Defendants as a result of the taking. The affidavits indicate that because
of the roads that have been cut and built by Plaintiff, Defendants can no longer use or farm the
remaining property consisting of approximately 640 acres as they once did. The roads cut by
Plaintiff are built up and in some places have embankments over 6 feet high as identified in the
photographs attached as Exhibit "C" to the Affidavit of Catherine Jensen. The photographs show
the excessive height of the road, which as the roads currently exist render access to the property
impossible. (See paragraphs 12-19 of the Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine Jensen.) The
Defendants operate large fann equipment and other heavy equipment that is too wide to traverse the
roads cut by Plaintiff. (See paragraphs 7 and 12 of the Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine
Jensen.) Furthermore, because of the height of the embankments, the Defendants are unable to
traverse over the roads that have been cut across the subject property. (See paragraph 12 of the
Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine Jensen.) Because of the existing roads over the subject
property, the Defendants are unable to farm or use the majority of their property as they have
traditionally done because they cannot access it. Id The affidavits indicate that because of the
condition of the roads, the cost of fanning the subject property will double, leaving Defendants with
the yearly cost of $49,300.00. (See paragraph 19 of the Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine
Jensen.) Because of the loss of access to the remaining portion of the Defendants' property,
Defendants will suffer a yearly loss of$51,475.00. (See paragraph 15 of the Affidavits of Stanley
Jensen and Catherine Jensen.) Additionally, the Defendants are no longer able to get access to the
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winter feedlot used to feed and water cattle during the winter because, as the roads are cut, they
become impassible during the winter. (See paragraph 12 of the Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and
Catherine Jensen.) Defendants will be required to find a new source ofwater to provide for the cattle
during the winter, which will require the drilling and development of an additional well; this will
cost an additional $50,000.00 to complete. (See paragraph 16 of the Affidavits of Stanley Jensen
and Catherine Jensen.) Further, as indicated in the photographs submitted in Exhibit lie" attached
to the Affidavit of Catherine Jensen, the work performed by Plaintiff has caused soil and water
erosion on Defendants' property. Rocks and other debris have washed onto the subject property
which require additional time and costs to remove and clear from the subject property. (See
paragraph 19 of the Affidavits of Stanley Jensen and Catherine Jensen.) None of these costs or
damages have been adequately addressed by either appraisal submitted by Plaintiff.

CONCLUSION:
Summary judgment is proper only when the pleadings, depositions and admissions on file~
together with the affidavits demonstrate that there are genuine issues of material fact and that the
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. I.R.C.P. 56(c). On a motion for summary
judgment, all facts should be liberally construed in favor of the

non~moving

party and all

conflicting inferences should be drawn in favor ofthe non-moving party. The affidavits submitted
in favor ofthe Motion for Reconsideration do raise issues offact regarding the value ofthe subject
property. There is an issue of genuine material fact as to what the fair market value of the subject
property is, and summary judgment is not proper as to this issue. Further, the affidavits also show
that the taking has resulted in damages in excess of those set forth in the affidavits provided by
Plaintiff in support of summary judgment. The affidavits raise issues of fact which would render
summary judgment improper. Based on the above, the Defendants respectfully ask the Court to
reconsider its decision granting Summary Judgment, that the Motion for Summary Judgment be
denied, and that this matter proceed forward to jury trial on the merits of the case.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,

vS.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
C.
TRUST'
. . .... ..... , .STEWART
. ' . ... ... .. ..... '. .. A
.. '" JENSEN'
. .... ......" .... . L BRIAN
.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
. Defendants.

* ** * * * * • * * •* •
.. STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ONEIDA

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
SUPPLE~NTAlJRESPONDlNG

AFFIDAVIT OF
STANLEY K. JENSEN

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
)
) ss
)

COMES NOW STANLEY K. JENSEN, upon first being duly sworn, deposes and says as
follows :
1. My name is Stanley K. Jensen; I reside in Oneida County, Idaho.

2. I am one of the Trustees of the Stanley and Cathedne Jensen Family Living Trust, a
Defendant in this matter (hereinafter "Trust").
3. I previously submitted my Affidavit of Stanley K Jensen in Support of Motion For
Reconsideration dated May 24, 2010.
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit O/Stanley K.
Jensen, Defendant, filed with the Court on JUne 29,2009, indicating that on June 16,2009, I sent
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONDI NG AFFIDAVIT OF STANLEY K. JENSEN - Page 1
complaint\jensen-stanley.affidavit · Z

a certified letter to counsel for Plaintiff, outlining the breakdown of the money Rocky Mountain
Power owed to me as a result of its taking of my property (see paragraph 6 of the Affidavit Of
Stanley K Jensen).

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Defendants' claim for
reimbursement provided to Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Power outlining damages and other costs
of feed, machine and labor costs, loss of cattle pasture and rent for, the years of 2008 and 2009
provided to Plaintiff. The document provides a breakdown of business damages suffered as a
result of the taking of my property by Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Power .
•, ' 'H6,AttachedheretoasExhibit "c' isa true and correct copy of aJetter I sent to Jerry "
Hanseri~-ProjecrMaiiagei forRocKYMoiiiifiililP(rwei~'diitedDeceriiliei4; 2008~-'Wherem

Tnuse '

the issues regarding business damages that will be suffered as a result of the work performed by
Rocky Mountain Power, as well as damages to property asaresult of the taking of my property;
Included in the letter is a breakdown of loss of cattle pasture asa result of the taking of my
property, as well as the need to drill and develop a new water system to water the cattle which has
become necessary due to the work performed and the taking of my property by Rocky Mountain
Power.

7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of a letter I received from
Jerry Hansen; Project Manager for Rocky Mountain Power dated December 15,2008, wherein Mr.
Hansen acknowledges receipt of the December 4, 2008 letter attached as Exhibit "C" herein.
Furthermore, as indicated in the letter, the Plaintiff acknowledges a previous appraisal by Owens
& Probst which determined the value of my property to be $8,465.00 per acre.
DATED this

23

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN

)
) ss.
}

STANLEY K. JENSEN. being first du1y sworn, deposes and says that he has read the
foregoing Affidavit. andknowsthecontents thereot: and asto the matters and things therein alleged,
affiant believes the same to be true.
..STANLEY ~NSEN
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[ J Hand-Delivery
[.if] Facsimile Transmission

Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
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[ ] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
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Stewart A. Jensen
214. Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801

[ ] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
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.District-Judge
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624 E. Center, Room 220
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December 15,2008

Stanley and Catherine Jensen
6858 N. Old Highway 191
Malad. ID 83252
Dear Stan and Catherine:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter dated December 4, 2008. You letter has been carefully reviewed
and I would offer the following comments.
Tom Denison and I have met with you on numerous occasions for lengthy periods of time, having driven your
property extensively in the process. Following all of those meetings and discussions you were offered an
amount that based upon appraisals represents the fairest offer that could be made to you for the transmission
line corridor easement. access roads and damages. That compensation being outlined as follows:
Your property value, based upon the appraisal by the firm of Owens & Probst was determined to be $8,465.00
placre. The transmission line corridor easement consists of 22.383 acres. The easement being sought by
Rocky Mountain Power is for a limited use of your land allowing you the continued use for farming and
grazing within the easement area. Because we are not acquiring fee title to the transmission line corridor, our
offer was for an amount equal to seventy percent (70%) of the appraised fee value per acre. 22.383 acres X
$8,465.00 p/acre X 70% = $132,630.00. In addition we offered $83,000.00 as compensation for the access
roads and damages as determined by the appraiser. for a total amount of $215,630.00. That amOunt was paid
to you as consideration for the execution of the Occupancy Agreement dated October 10, 2008.
You were desirous of delaying or avoiding condemnation altogether and so the use of an Occupancy
Agreement was proposed, whereby you could be compensated for the easement, based upon our appraised
value offer. and the filing of the condemnation action could then be held in abeyance for a period of sixty (60)
days. A period agreed upon that would provide you an opportunity to identify "additional damages' or
amounts you felt should be part of your compensation for the easement being sought by Rocky Mountain
Power.

The amounts and rationale set forth in your letter are not in my opinion reasonable and do not foster a belief
that a negotiated settlement of the value for easement rights can be reached through further discussions.
Therefore. as provided for in the Occupancy Agreement, I am referring this matter to legal counsel to proceed
with the filing of a proceeding in the appropriate court for a judicial determination of your compensation.
You will shortly receive a cOmnl!lnication from t.'i}e law finn retained by Rocky Mountain Power to handle the

legal process.

BilIIlIg$ Ol'llce

SaU Lake 0fIIce

Tucson Oftice

3521 GlIbcl Rood
BillinfS, M1' 59102
Phone: (4IJ6) 259-9933
Fax: (406) 259-344J

1410 si>uth 6!JI) W<S1

Woods Ceos.<. ur 84087
Pbonc: (801) 292-9954

1493 NOrth O,ac'" Road. #2m
r ......... AZ 85704

EmlIiI: ecibl!s@eb:-cuns.coro

Fax: (!!()!) 292-9177
Email: ......Ic@utah-inler.net

I'ltooe: (S20) 219-99:<3
r= (520) 219-9949
Enwl: ol'tice®t,·~cit1x:soB.e0t11

- ('12-

MadlSOft Field Ollke
53ISWaU-..Sui.e27Q
MlIdison. WI 53718
!'honG: (60\1) 24().9933
Fu: (liO&) 24().1519
Email: robert.bigpbke@.eciwi.coUl

MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam I. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502

Atiorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,

vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LMNG
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -* * * * * * * * *

STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF ONEIDA

)
) ss
)

COMES NOW LARRY OIA, upon first being duly sworn, deposes and says as follows:

1.

My name is Larry Oja, I reside at 11010 North Old Hwy. 191, in the City of Malad,
the County of Oneida, State of Idaho.

2.

I previously submitted my Affidavit In Support of the Defendants' Motion for
Reconsideration dated May 24, 2010.

3.

I am attaching hereto a true and correct copy of real estate closing documents
regarding the sale of property by me, as described in my Affidavit dated May 24,
2010.

AFFIDAVI~

OF LARRY OJA - Page 1

complaint\jensen-larry oja

4.

The total number of acres sold in said transaction was
pricewas$ qq.OOO.60 .

I(

, and the total selling

7

DATED this

23

day of June, 2010.

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) ss.

COUNTY OF ONEIDA

)

.

LARRY OIA, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read the foregoing
Affidavit, and knows the contents thereof, and as to the matters
things therein alleged, affiant
believes the same to be true.
f~~~~~~~--~~-=-------I ACJrl.i 'U.'I..

.
/

. UBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me thisd)

AFFIDAVIT OF LARRY OJA - Page 2
cornplaint\jensen-larry oja

1cA
day of June, 2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true and correct copy of the following described pleading
or document on the party(ies) listed below by hand-delivery, facsimile transmission, or D. S. Mail
day of June, 2010.
with the correct postage paid thereon, in the manner indicated, on this
Document Served:

AFFIDAVIT OF LARRY OJA

Party(ies} Served:

Method of Service:

Party(ies) Served:

Method of Service:

Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.o. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478
Fax No.: 801-534-0058

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Franklin N. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249
Fax No.: 522-8618

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, DT 84065

[ ] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
EUm, NV 89801

[ ] Mail
[.] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Honorable Robert E. Naftz
District Judge
Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello, ID 83201

[ J Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

AFFIDAVIT OF LARRY OJA - Page 3
complaint\jensen-larry oja
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VACANT LAND REAL ESTATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT

THIS IS A l.EGALlY BINDING CONTRACT. READ THE ENTIRE DOGUMOO INCLUDING ANY ATTACI-lMEZNTS.IF
YOU HAVE ANY QUeSTioNS, CONSUI.T 'roCJRATrORNEV AND/O~ ACt;lOUNTANl' a~F"OI'(E SIGNING.

j

lD# ----.J!91386Q7

bATI; _ _ _ _p;.,;!':i:;:.,:/09=/2;.;;;.OO;:.:7'----'-_ _

;

USTING AGENCy_::::!xI=tR:.:;a:::D:.;.:lty"--"=P.:::G6:::.;t~IYI:::6~tio.::.:";.:.;:s:....:lc;::da::::l.::lo'__ Office Phone ~

20:8

...

Listing Agent

5

SEWNG AGeNCY _Exit Realty Dtstination$ldaho

Fax # _....J2..,il...gu7.,..~"'-"'4...
07....3"--~

E-Mail _ _ _r:.:td::.;a:;.>@""m=al:.=a;;::d.;..:.c:;:::oc;.:n'I"--_ _ Phone# ~_ _ _ _-..

rula thomas

!VIa thomas

e Seiling Agstlt

766 23M!

Office Phone iJ -2.flS..l66 2330

rUla@Mt4hld.CflIl\

E-Mtlll

Fax:#_....2o.!<jlJ<.8-'-'r.....
n6o..:;4IC<O;.uL3"'--~

Phone #_ _~_ __

7

a
9

BUYER:
Ty G. Smith, a married man dealing In his separate proge!!y
(Hereillaiterc;aled "aUYERj
l'IgfQQS to purthas9, and the Ullderslgned SEllER agrees III sell the folloWing descn'bed real asl$ie herQln",fter referred to Illl "PRI::MISeS'

1.

10 C¢MMONL.Y KNOWN AS Larry;8.ChristieOJ& erope~~TBlC 3497 RP 028Z~()2 11.03 a, accor<lfng to coun~ Tax

:~ f!~IIYdeSCribed T~f9iMsd0282202 .11.03 a~~WYto 9?Unly m9r:J~. Seglon 35:riji2S~
aQ!

13

14

OR t.sOIlI Oesorfplfon Atiedled as ad(femjum fI._'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ (Addonduin must accompany original offor.)

1$
18
17

2.

$9aOOO 00
PUROHASE! PRIOE:
Nlnety-Nln@ Thousand and Zero/101)
payabkl upon 1he fOiiOlrling TERMS .AND OONDmONS ( not lnduding closing cosls ) :

DOI.LA~,

18

19
20

21
22
~!

24
~

3. FINANCIAl. TERMS: Note: A+C+DtE mast add ap to total purchase price.
$ .500.00
A. ~RREST MONeY: BUVlm hereby dQpali1ls
Frve Hundred and Zerol100
DOlLARS
as Earnest Money svlden.ced by:
cash lEI peISOnal dla¢k 0 casI'!!el's ~ 0 note (due data): -:----::--:-:----;---"7:::;--~
Olher
~ itam #4:""
and areoelpti:5 herebX!lCkllOWIedgea. Earnest Money to be deposited In \JUst account
lipan
reoeipt.
upon acceptal'\O\\! by all partie6 and sha.n be held by: U listing Broker @ Selllno Broker
Dthor......,I7:=~....--_ _

n

o

0

_ _~_~_ _-....___ torthe b6l1e.iit orth6 pal'liell hereto. The responSIble BrokAr8h1l11 Ix!

2t\

B. AJ.I., CASH ~ NO

ZJ

'l.e
;09

30
31

0

0

Jeff Bla~k

0 YES IfthitJ is an an CiUh off9r do 1Itlt camp_ socIions Cand 0, fill b/anlta wIth

NlA (Not AppliC&b!e}. If ~ASIi OFFER BUYat"S OBLIGATION TO CLOSE

SHAll NOT Be SlJeJEO'r TO ANY FINANCIAL
CONTINGENCY, 13UYER agrees to provide S£:LlfR wlrhln _
btJelne5s days him the data of llCCOpl~atl of lhle agreement by all p8I'1R3s,
eVll/eMQ of Bu/helenl ft.IIldllllndlor pI'Owedli nocOOtsty to cloec Irnac(!on. Acc&pl,able documenlafion IrlIiIudes. but is not limited 10 a copy
0: a IIlceot bank orflnandel statemsnt or CXJ~s) b-lhe cajQ 0( BUVER'S rurrerd: resldet'lca or ottrerpropalty lo be StlId.

SZ
33
~4
~~

38

17
36

aD
40

41

42
~

I

~

••45
.9

I
I

47
48

40
SO
~1

02

n
e~

$ ..slft""'Q..".OO)(l!lIldlJDO"---_ _ _ _ C. NEW LOAN PROCEEDS: TI1i1I AgrQQtnent is cotllitlgent upon BUYER obtaining !he renowlng financing:

FIR&TI.OAN of$ 89J,.,

§

ER

rQI Includll'lgll1or1aaac hWUl'llnC8, UlroughOFHA.OVA.OCONVENTIONAL,OIHFA.
Wllfl Interest not to ~d -L- % fbr a period Of---B-.:;ear(s) at:@FOOld Rate
Other
0
B\.J'\'t:R5hanpay no morehnJ~nl(t) pIu!I or~ fee If any. satER eftliiU pay no mQl'(f lhan -=:!L,poinf(s),
My I'$duc\iooln poIntS shall first accrue to the benefit oftooOBUYER
SELLER DividOO ~ually @NfA.
RUAAL DEVaOPMENT, IC OTHER...

0

0

OFiKed

SecOND LOAN of; 0
wllh In\eraGf nol to eXC6lld
{)
%fore ~riod of...--A-year(.s) lit
Rate
Other-L BUYER shall pay tID more rhan~'lnt{s) p~ OJfglnafiOn fee If any. SEU.ER $/laIr pay no more tI'J8n--D.Join1(s). Any
r'eductionlnpoinfl;shan1lrstatcruetothaberelitofthe U B~
SEU.ER 0 DMtIedEqusl1y ~ N/A..

B

0

1..0AN APPLICAl'ION: GUYEH 0 h.a.SIIp"~d 0 shlltl apply for stlch loan(s) withiN
0
business dey(e) of SELLER'S ~ptanoe•
Wflhln _ _ business day!) orflnlll aecoptunclI of uri ptlrtlOil, t;!I,.IVe:R e9~8 to furnleh S6U..ER wUh 41 wrftten CClnflnnaUon showing
'''ndar approval of credit report, ,"como verJtlcatlon, debt fltlM In 8 manner a~ptBblll to iI1e SELlERiSl and subjQct only to
safi&factory ajlprti,al and ilnallendQr undarwrHlng.1f such Wll!\en oon1irma!iOll i!: not I'(fceiwd by SEllER($) within lha slrict lIme aI!oherJ.
saLER/S) may at flair opIion cancel this agreement by notifying BU'fER(S) in Writing of stletJ CIlllcaU31ion wllhln
0
buslness dliY(S)
attar Written corrlirl'naiion was f9quired. If SElLER doe3 1101: canc;e)'Witflin 1he stRct time pertod sj)eoilied as set forth hareln, SeLLER ahall bo
deemad ttl huve IIlXlOP(llj 1Iud! wrlt19n \ltmfirl'ns.~on of Isoutar IIpproval and IIhali bo dec.mad 10 heve GlCctod to proce~d wIth the trlll')SacOon.
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MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, P.A.
Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502
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Attorneys for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

* * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

STATE OF IDAHO

COUNTY OF ONEIDA

)
) ss
)

COMES NOW JEFFERY P. SEMRAD, upon first being duly sworn, deposes and says as
follows:

1.

My name is Jeffery P. Semrad, I reside at 9765 North Old Hwy. 191, in the City of
Malad, the County of Oneida, State ofIdaho.

2.

I am the president of Semrad Bros. & Sons, Inc.

3.

I previously submitted my Affidavit In Support of the Defendants' Motion for
Reconsideration dated May 24, 2010.

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFERY P. SEMRAD - Page 1
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S-.

I am attaching hereto a true and correct copy of real estate closing documents
regarding the sale of property by Semrad Bros. & Sons, Inc., as described in my
Affidavit dated May 24,2010.
The total number of acres sold in said transaction was ~..l e-IS:-and
the total selling
,

pricewas$~I~~~/~~.¥(1~a~~_______

DATED this,;z.l

day of June, 2010.
~SE

JE

D

VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO

)
) S8.

COUNTY OF ONEIDA

)

JEFFERY P. SEMRAD, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he has read the
foregoing Affidavit, and knows the contents thereof, and as to the matters and things therein alleged,
affiant believes the same to be true.
JEFFERY P. SEMRAD
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
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day of June, 201 O.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I served a true and correct copy of the following described pleading
or document on the party(ies) listed below by hand-delivery, facsimile transmission, or U. S. Mail
with the correct postage paid thereon, in the manner indicated, on this
day of June, 2010.
Document Served:

AFFIDAVIT OF JEFFERY P. SEMRAD

Party(ies) Served:

Method of Service:

Party(ies) Served:

Method of Service:

Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478
Fax No.: 801-534-0058

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Franklin N. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249
Fax No.: 522-8618

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton. UT 84065

[ ] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
( ] Facsimile Transmission

Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801

[ ] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Honorable Robert E. Naftz
District Judge
Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello,ID 83201

[ ] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission
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Attorneys for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,

vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY ANI.)
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LNING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

Case No. CV-2009-4
DEFENDANTS' REPL Y TO
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO
DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR

RECONSIDERATION

)
)
)
)
)
)

• • * * * * * * * • * * * * * * * * * ,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

COMES NOW Defendants, by and through their attorney of record, Adam J. McKenzie,

of McKenzie & McKenzie, P.A., and hereby respectfully submits Defendants' Reply To Plaintiffs

Opposition To Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration, as follows:

A.

The motion pending befun~ !be court is a motion for reconsideration brought and
governed by Rule 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.

The Motion now pending before the Court is properly considered as a Motion for
Reconsideration pursuant to Rule 11(A)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. The Rule
provides that:
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S
complaint\jensen-stanley.reply
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"A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made
at any time before entry of final judgment, but not later than fourteen (14) days after entry offmal
judgment. A motion for reconsideration of ~ ~ of the trial court made after entry of final
judgment may be filed within fourteen (14) days from entry of such order;"
The Motion now pending before the Court seeks reconsideration of the Memorandum
Decision and Order entered by the Court on April 20, 2010. The Motion is timely pursuant to the
Rule, and is properly treated as a Motion for Reconsideration under Rule 11 (a).
The Plaintiffs objection to the Motion mischaracterizes the pending Motion as a motion
to alter or amend the judgment pursuant to LR.C.P. 59(e), or the motion for relief of judgment
pursuant to Rule 60(b). The PlaintiffcitesSheltonv. Shelton, 148 Idaho 560,225 PJd, 693 (2009)
for the proposition that the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order represents a "final
judgment". Further, Plaintiff cites Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho 65, 71, 175 P.3d, 754, 760 (2007),
arguing that the proper treatment of the pending motion would be as a Rule 59(e) motion to alter
and amend judgment. The Plaintiff then erroneously cites Willis v. Larsen, 110 Idaho 818, 821,
718, P.2d, 1256, 1259 (Ct. App. 1986), arguing that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not
allow filing a motion to reconsider a order granting summary judgment. Shelton does not hold that
a motion granting summary judgment is a final judgment. Shelton, cites Straub v. Smith, supra,
wherein the Supreme Court held that an order of dismissal is a fmaljudgment and that a motion
for reconsideration was properly treated as a motion to amend, or alter a judgment. In the case at
bar~

there is no order of dismissal. At issue is the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order

which is not a finaljudgment.lR.C.P. 54. Plaintiffmischaracterizes the ruling in both Shelton
and Straub by trying to argue that the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order represents a fUlal
judgment. Plaintiffs counsel erroneously cites Willis v. Larsen for the proposition that the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure do not allow motions for reconsideration of an order granting summary
judgment. The rule in existence in 1986 which governed the decision in Willis v. Larsen, was
amended in 1987 to provide for a motion for reconsideration. (See attached Exhibit "A" which is
a true and correct copy of the Effective Rule 11(a)(2) as of November 1, 1987, and Exhibit "B"
which is a true and correct copy of Rule 11(a) (2) prior to the 1987 Amendment.) Prior to the
Otf~NDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S
complaint\j~n$en-~tanley.~eply
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1987 amendment; there was no specific rule in Idaho granting or permitting motions for
reconsideration (see Exhibit <'B!'). The Plaintiff is ultimately relying on a 30-year-old rule that is
no longer applicable! A decision granting summary judgment may be properly reconsidered
pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(2)(b). The Court's Memorandum Decision and Order is not a final
judgment, and is properly treated as a motion for reconsideration, pursuant to Rule 11(a)(2)(B).

B.

The affidavits and letters submitted are relevant and admissible and demonstrate that
there are ~nuine issues Qf material fact.

The affidavits submitted in support of the motion for reconsideration are admissible and
should be considered by the Court. The Plaintiff argues that the affidavits should be excluded
citing Edmonds v. Craner, 142 Idaho 867, 136; P.3d, 338 (2006), arguing that an expert witness
not disclosed by the <iiscovery deadline established by the court may be properly excluded. The
Plaintiff argues that the Defendants have failed to show good cause for extending the time to
disclose new witnesses. Edmonds, is distinguishable from the present case. Edmonds, was a
medical malpractice case. Several experts had been disclosed and in response to affidavits filed
by the defendant, the plaintiffs submitted additional expert testimony on summary judgment
through affidavits after the discovery cutoff. The court noted in its decision that the disclosure of
at least one of the experts took place almost a year after the discovery deadline. The court also
acknowledged that another basis for denying the admission of the affidavits was that it would have
prevented the parties from being ready for mediation and trial. The Court acknowledged that "it
certainly appears that counsel for each side engaged in strategies inconsistent with the spirit of our
discovery rules." Edmonds, at 875, at 346.
Unlike Edmondst consideration ofthe affidavit does not delay trial, nor does it unduly delay
the proceedings. Rather, it allows the Defendants a fair opportunity to be heard and to provide for
ajust resolution to this matter. The affidavits would have been filed by the Defendants had they
been represented by counsel, or had they been aware that what they had provided on summary
judgment and in discovery was an ineffective to response to summary judgment. The Defendants
DEFENDANTS' ~PLY TO PLAIVTIrr'$ OPPOSITION TO
complaint\jensen-stanley.reply
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1.

I{

are not trained attorneys and do not understand the rules of evidence. Unlike Edmonds. there has
been no attempt to violate or circumvent the rules. This is not an attempt by the Defendants to
surprise the Plaintiff. The information contained in the affidavits is not complicated, nor of the
same caliber or complexity as the affidavits at issue in Edmonds. Further, the affidavits are not
offered to impennissibly delay trial or resolution of this matter. The affidavits present issues of
fact and allowing them to be heard is in the best interest ofjustice. It furthers the purposes behind
the rules, which is to allow a fair litigation of all issues.
The affidavits do not represent expert testimony. The affidavits offer testimony of a
property owner concerning the value of his property. "It is settled in Idaho that, in civil actions,
tl?-e owner of property is competent to testify as to its market value without qualifying the owner
as an expert witness." State v. Vandenacre, 131, Idaho 507, 509, 916 P.2d, 190, 192 (Ct.App.
1998). See also Pocatello Auto Color,Inc. v. Akzo Coatings, Inc., 127 Idaho 41, 43, 896 P.2d 949,
951 (1995). Both Mr. Oja and Mr. Semrad can testify as property owners what they believe the
value of their property is. Furthermore, the Plaintiff cannot argue that they are unduly prejudiced,
particularly by the admission of Mr. Semrad's affidavit, because one of their own appraisers
considered the sale of Semrad's property in determining market value of the Defendants' property.
In light of the fact that the Defendants are not trained attorneys, and that Plaintiff has failed to
show how consideration of the affidavit would unduly prejudice them, and based on the fact that
there has been no showing that the Defendants have otherwise acted in bad faith, the affidavits
should be considered by the Court.
The Plaintiff further challenges the affidavits of Mr. Oja and Mr. Semrad on the basis that
they offer conclusory statements, that they are not supported by any documentary evidencet and
lack an adequate foundation. The affidavits of Larry Oja and Jeff Semrad clearly identify that they
were owners of property located near the subject property owned by Defendants. Both affidavits
provide legal descriptions of their property! as well as the Defendants' property. Both indicate that
they are familiar with the Defendants' property, as well as the use and character of the property.

DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' M01ION
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Both parties testified that the use and character of their properties described in Exhibit "A" of the
affidavits are similar in both use and type, to the Defendants' property. Both parties indicate their
property was sold and state the value per acre of the property sold. As a property owner, Mr. Oja
and Mr. Semrad as president of Semrad Brothers & Sons, Inc., can testify regarding the use, the
character and vaue of their property. The affidavits are admissible and can be relied upon as a
basis of establishing fair market value of the Defendants' property.
The Plaintiffs attempt to argue that because the statements regarding value in both Mr.
Semrad's affidavit and Mr. Oja's affidavit do not correspond with the date upon which the
summons was issued that they are irrelevant. In both appraisals submitted by Plaintiff in support
of summary judgment, the appraisers indicated that the only available basis for determining the
value of Defendants' property was a sales comparison approach. (See page 2 of the appraisal
submitted by J. Phillip Cook and page 2 of the appraisal of Leonard J..Owens). This process
involves a comparison of property sales of similar land, and based on this, the appraisers determine
fair market value. An examination of the comparable properties relied upon by both appraisers,
reveal that it in every case both appraisers relied on comparable sales of property sold in either
2006,2007, or 2008. None of the properties that the appraisers relied on to determine fair market
value were sale of properties at or near the date the summons was issued.
Plaintiff further contends that the affidavits of Mr. Oja and Mr. Semrad are inadmissible
based on the best evidence rule. A property owner can testify as to the value of his property and
what he sold the property for, without introduction of a writing,

The Defendants are not

attempting to prove the contents of a writing. The issue in this case is the fair market value of
Defendants' property, and Mr. Oja and Mr. Semrad can testify regarding the matters contained
in the affidavits for purposes of establishing fair market value.

C.

The Plaintiffwasproperlynotified ofthe damalles and the intent of Defendants , to seek
business dama~es.

As indicated in the affidavit filed by Stanley K. Jensen in June of2009, a certified letter
was sent to counsel for Plaintiff outlining the damages and the monies owed to him as a result of
DEFENDANTS' REPLY TO PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
oomplaint\jensen-stanley.reply
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the taking (see Exhibit "A" attached to the Affidavit of Stanley K. Jensen). Further, as identified
in the Affidavit ofStanley K. Jensen, on multiple occasions Mr. Jensen informed Rocky Mountain
Power of the nature of his damages, the amounts of damages. and the basis for those damages (see
Exhibit UB" attached to the Affidavit of Stanley K. Jensen). Indeed, Rocky Mountain Power's
own project manager acknowledges receipt of those letters (see Exhibit "D" attached to the
Affidavit of Stanley K. Jensen). The Plaintiff cannot say that it was unaware of the Defendants
intent to seek business damages. Further; Plaintiff incorrectly states the law in the State ofIdaho,
by arguing that in order for a claim of business damages to be properly considered by the court,
the claim

mu~t be accompanied with a statement from

a certified public accountant, or a business

damalje exPert. The statute clearly indicates that the ownercan submit the same documentation.
Idaho Code § 7-711(2)iii. That material has at the outset been provided to Plaintiff on multiple
occasions. Further, even if the Defendants did not fully comply with the requirements of Idaho
Code §7-711 (2), the statute acknowledges that such damages may still be considered on a showing
of good faith justification for failure to submit the claim within the ninety (90) day period. As
indicated by the Affidavit of Stanley K. Jensen, from the very outset he was told by Rocky
Mountain Power that they would take care of the damages, and that they would compensate him.
The parties made an agreement. Mr. Jensen relied on this, and believed that what he had provided
to Plaintiff was sufficient to preserve his claim! based on their assurances. Mr. Jensen's
detrimental reliance on the otherwise empty assurance of Rocky Mountain Power is a good-faith
justification, for allowing business damages even if it were determined that notice was not timely.
The purpose of the statute is to provide notice to the Plaintiff of claims of damages in a timely
manner. The record in this case demonstrates that Plaintiffknew that business damages would be
claimed, and received an actual breakdown of those damages. Additionally, Idaho Code §7-711 (6)
provides recovery for costs incurred as a result of being required to farm around electrical
transmission lines exceeding 230 kilovolts. The damages outlined in the affidavit of Mr. Jensen
qualify under that subsection. All of the costs outlined in the affidavits are a result of the
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Defendants being required to farm and operate around the towers and roads constructed by

Plaintiff.
Contrary to the allegations and the statements contained in the Plaintiff's Opposition to

Motion for Reconsideration. notice was given within the ninety (90) day time period ofDefendants
being served the Su:mmons and Complaint. Further, even if the notice was not received within the
niD.ety
based on
l?laintiff'!9
.to cover any damages, caused and
the.
. . (90)" day. period,
..
.
. agreement
..
.
Defendants reliance au tha.t agreement, the Defendants should be allowed to proceed forward in
seeking business damages. Finally. even iiPlaintiffis preclnded from paying business damages,
pursUantto subsection 6 ofIdaho Code § 7-711~ DefendaIlts are entitled to those costs which they

incur in farming around the transmission lines constructed by Plaintiff. .

'D.

Conclusion;
Based on the arguments raised above, there are issues of material fact which preclude entry

ofSummaI)' judpnent The motion before the court is a proper motionfor reconsideration brought
.and gov~med ·pursu~t to R:~e 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules ofCiv~ Procedure, the affidavi~

are pennlssible and do raise issues of fact, the motion for reconsideration' should be granted,

'.

.

summary judgment should be denied, and:JS matter proceed to trial.

Respectfully submitted this ...z... J

day of June, 2010.
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Rule 11(a)(2)

Rule 1l(a)(2). Successive a.pplications for orders or writs. -

an

12
In

any action, if
appliCH.tioD. by any party to the judge of a .court for the
issuance of an order or writ is denied in whole or in part by !Such judge,
neither the party nor his attorney IlhalllDAke any subsequent application
to any other judge except by a.ppeal to a higher court: provided that a
second application may be made for 8. constitutional writ after a disclosUre
of the first application has been made to the secondjudge. Any writ or order
obtained in violation of this section shall be immedia.tely vacated. by the
judge issuing .the 118DlG upon discovery of the prior application to another
judge, and the party and his attorney shall be subject to sue'll. 'COEltQand
sanctions aB the court ~ay determine ill its discretion. Nothing in this rule
shall prevent a party ot his a.ttorney from renewing a motiou. or an
application to the mune judge, or a newly appointed judge, in an aotion Ilfter

such motion 0)';' application was originally denied; but this l'rovim.on and
this rule shill not create the right to file a. motion for reconside'ration of the
gr8.llting or denying oCa motion under Rule 50(b), 52(b) or Rule 69. Nothing
in this role Ilhlill prevent a party or hll!' attorney ·from renewing a motion or
an application far a constitutional Writ to the same judge, or a newly
appointed judge, in a.n action a.ftel" BUch 'DIotion or appli.ca.tioll wu
originally denied, [AmendedApri13, 1981, effective July 1. 1981.J

.'

Rille 11(b)(3). Leave to withdraw - Notice to .clien.t. - If en
attot'Iley is granted leave to withdraw, the court shall enter an order
permitting the attorney to withdraw and directing his client to a.ppoint;
another attorney to appear, or to appeat' in person by filing a written notice
with the qnu-t atatinlr how he will represent himself, within 20 days from
the date of aervice o.r mailing of the order to the client. .After the ol'der is
entered, the withdrawing attorney shall forthwith, with due diligence,
serve copies of the same upon his client and ell other parties to the action.
The "Withdrawing attorney may make such servi~ upon his client by
personal service or by certified m.a.i1 to the last bown addIess most likely
to give notice to his client, which service shall be complete upon mailing.
Upo~ the entry of an order granting leave to an attorney t<J withdraw from
an action, no further proceedings can be had in that action which win aflect
the rightso{ the pLUty of tho withdrawing attorney for a period of 20 days
a.tter aervice or mailing of the order of withdrawal to the party. If euch
party fails to file and serve an additionsl written appearance in the action
either in penon ot" through a newly appointed attorney within ~uch 20 day
period, such failure llhall be sufficient ground fot entry of default and
default jud~ent fl2'a;inst Bllcb pa.rty or dismissal of the action of sucb
party, with pJ;'ejudice, without further notice, which shall'be stated in. the
order of the court.. [Amended March 24, 19B2, effective July 1, ' 1982;
. amended Marob 28, 1988, effective July 1, 1988.]
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
Register CV-2009-4
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division )
ofPacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
) Case No.: CV-2009-4

~~

)

STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE
C. JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY
LIVING TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN;
BRIAN C. PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 120,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

MINUTE ENTRY

The above matter came on for hearing Defendant's Motion For Reconsideration before the
Court, on the 25 th day of June, 2010, for hearing on Plaintiff's Motion For Summary Judgment.
Stephen K. Christiansen, counsel for Plaintiff, appeared in person. Defendant, Stanley K. Jensen,
appeared in person and with counsel, Adam McKenzie.
At the onset the Court advised the parties that he had reviewed all the documents submitted
to the Court, and that he would hear what the parties have to add.
On April 20, 2010, the Court granted Rocky Mountain Power's Motion for Summary
Judgment and the relief requested therein. The Defendant, by and through his Attorney, Adam
McKenzie, has filed a Motion For Reconsideration
The Court heard from Adam McKenzie on the Defendants Motion, and thereafter response
Register No.: CV-2009-4
MINUTE ENTRY
Page 1

wt.,,'h-

from Stephen K. Christensen.
The Court thanked the parties for their statements and responses, and stated that he is taking
this matter under advisement.
DATED this

~9

dayof~

,2010.

ROBERT C. NAFTZ
District Judge

Register No.: CV-2009-4
MINUTE ENTRY
Page 2

06-29- ' 10 08:30 FROM-Hnn. Robert C. Naftz

1-208-236-7290

T-032 P004/013 F-239

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE
I hereby certifY that on the Zq-tl..dayof

J~

,2010. I mailed/served a true copy of

the foregoing document on the attorney(s)/person(s) listed below by mail with correct postage
thereon or causing the same to be delivered in the manner indicated below.
Attomey(s)lPerson(s):

Method of Service:

Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City. UT 84111-1478

U.S. Mail

Franklin N. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249

u.s. Mail

Adam McKenzie

U.S. Mail

Attorney at Law
102 North State Street, Suite 1
Preston,ID 83263

SHIRLEE BLAISDELL, Clerk

By:

Register No.: CV-2009-4
MfNUTE ENTRY
Page 3

~

~ Deputy Clerk
.
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Filed

AT
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH roDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POwER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERlNE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV -2009~4

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER

NATURE OF THE ACTION

This case comes before this Court pursuant to a Motion for Reconsideration submitted by
the Defendants ("the Jensens" or "the Defendants"). Along with that motion, the Defendants
submitted supporting briefs and affidavits. The Plaintiff, Rocky Mountain Power, submitted a
memorandum in opposition, as well as the Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendants'
Motion for Reconsideration.
The Jensens are seeking reconsideration of the Memorandum Decision and Order entered
by this Court on Apri120, 2010. Pursuant to that decision, this Court granted summary judgment

in favor of the Plaintiff, finding the amount of just compensation to be $162,000, which amount
had already been paid in full by Rocky Mountain Power.

Memorandum Decision and Order
Case No. CV-2009-4
Re: Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration

M.

Oral arguments regarding the Motion for Reconsideration were heard on June 25, 2010,
with this Court taking the matter under advisement. After receiving oral arguments and
reviewing the entire file, including the briefs and affidavits filed by counsel, this Court now
enters the following Memorandum Decision and Order.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Rule 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure (IRCP) states in relevant part: "A
motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at any time
before the entry of fmal jUdgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final
judgment." The Idaho Supreme Court "has held that l.R.C.P. 1 I (a)(2)(B) provides the authority
for a district court to reconsider and vacate interlocutory orders so long as final judgment has not
yet been entered." Sammis v. Alagnetek, inc., 130 Idaho 342, 346, 941 P.2d 314, 318
(l997)(citing Farmers Nat'l Bankv. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 68, 878 P.2d 762, 767 (1994». This
includes the authority for a court to reconsider a prior order at any time before the entry of final
judgment, even on the court's own motion. Elliott v. Darwin Neibaur Farms, 774, 785,69 PJd
1035, 1046 (2003). "[I]n deciding a motion presented under Rule 11 (a)(2)(B), a trial court may
consider new or additional facts presented with the motion." Noreen v. Price Dev. Co. Ltd.

P'ship; 135 Idaho 816,819,25 P.3d 129, 132 (Idaho Ct.App. 2001.) "The decision to grant or
deny a request for reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court."

Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586; 592,21 P.3d 908, 914 (2001).

Memorandum Decision and Order
Case No. CV-2009-4
Re: Defendants' Motion/or Reconsideration
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1. Whether to grant the Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration.
DISCUSSION

When presented with a motion for reconsideration "of the specification of facts deemed
established pursuant to loR.C.P. 56(d), the trial court should reconsider those facts in light of any
new or additional facts that are submitted in support of the motion." Coeur d'Alene Mining, Co.
v. First Nat. Bank ofN. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823,800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990). As explained
by the Idaho Supreme Court:
A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or additional facts,
and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the chief virtue of a
reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all available facts, so that
the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be.

Id. (quoting, 11. Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 229, 280 P.2d 1070, 1073 (1955)).
Furthermore,
When considering a motion of this type, the trial court should take into account any new
facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the interlocutory
order. The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the new
facts. We will not require the trial court to search the record to determine if there is any
new information that might change the specification of facts deemed to be established.

!d. However, "Rule 11(a)(2)(B) permits a party to present new evidence when a motion is
brought under that rule, but does not require that the motion be accompanied by new evidence."

Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472, 147 P.3d 100, 104 (Idaho Ct.App. 2006). Thus, this
Court is not precluded from reconsidering an interlocutory decision on the bases of the initial
evidence. [d. at 473, 147 PJd at 105.
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In this case, the Defendants argued that summary judgment in favor of the Plaintiff was
not appropriate because genuine issues of material fact still exist regarding the value of the
property in question, as well as the amount of damages to which the Jensens are entitled as a
result of the condemnation of their property. (See Mem. in Supp. of Mot. for Reconsideration,
May 25,2010,4,8.) However, even considering the new information submitted by the
Defendants with their motion, the Jensens still did not present this Court with a reason to doubt
the correctness of its initial order granting summary judgment. This Court did not receive any
facts to indicate its conclusions were incorrect on the previous record, and the additional
information offered by the Defendants did not provide a basis for overturning the initial ruling of
this Court.
CONCLUSION

Having considered the evidence submitted by the Defendants in support of their Motion
for Reconsideration, this Court did not find any genuine issues of material fact that would have
prevented the granting of summary judgment in favor of the Plaintiff. As such, the Defendants'
Motion for Reconsideration is hereby DENIED.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
DATED this

6

day of July, 2010

~5c~
District Judge
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Copies to:
Stephen K. Christiansen, Attorney for Rocky Mountain Power
Franklin N. Smith, Attorney for Rocky Mountain Power
Adam McKenzie. Attorney for Stanley and Catherine Jensen
Stanley K. Jensen, Trustee
Catherine C. Jensen, Trustee
Stewart A. Jensen
Brian C. Pearson
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Jay R. McKenzie, ISB #2801
Adam J. McKenzie, ISB #7023
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, Idaho 83263
Telephone: (208) 852-3500
Fax: (208) 852-3502
ajmckenzie@plmw.com
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
PlaintifflRespondents,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants/Appellants.
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NOTICE OF APPEAL

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
TO:

THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, A

DIVISION OF PACIFICORP, AN OREGON CORPORATION; AND THE PARTY'S
ATTORNEYS, STEPHEN K. CHRISTIANSEN OF VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL &
MCCARTHY, P.O. Box 45340, Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478; and FRANKLIN N. SMITH,
P.O. Box 2249, Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED
COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1. The above-named Appellant, STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C. JENSEN,
as Trustees of the STANLEY AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING TRUST, appeals
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against the above-named Respondents, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum
Decision and Order granting Summary Judgment in favor of the Plaintiff, the entry of Judgment
and Decree of Easement, and the Court's Memorandum Decision and Order dated July 6, 2010,
denying the Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration entered by the Honorable Robert C. Naftz,
District Judge.
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the said
Judgments and orders described in paragraph 1 are appealable judgments and orders under and
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1) and (7) LA.R.
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant intends to assert
in the appeal (provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the Appellant from
asserting other issues on appeal), are as follows:
(a)

Whether the District Court erred, finding that there were no material issues
of fact regarding the value of the property subject to the taking in this
action, thereby granting the Plaintiff s Motion for Summary Judgment.

(b)

Whether the District Court erred, finding that there were no material issues
of fact regarding the amount of damages suffered by the Defendant as a
result of the taking, thereby granting the Plaintiffs Motion for Summary
Judgment.

(c)

Whether the District Court erred, fmding that the Defendant had failed to
raise any material issues of fact on the Motion for Reconsideration of the
Court's Decision to Grant Summary Judgment regarding value of the
property that is the subject of the taking.

(d)

Whether the District Court erred, finding that the Defendant had failed to
raise any material issues of fact on the Motion for Reconsideration of the
Court's Decision to Grant Summary Judgment regarding the amount of
damages suffered by Defendants as a result of the taking which is the
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subject of this action.
(e)

Whether the Court erred in denying Defendants' Motion for
Reconsideration and otherwise resolved issues of fact that should have
been left for a jury as the trier of fact.

4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record.
5. No reporter's transcript is or has been requested.
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R.:
(a)

January 1, 2009 Memorandum In Support of Motion For Preliminary
Injunction And Temporary Restraining Order Re: Right Of Occupancy,
Exhibit "B";

(b)

June 29, 2009 - Affidavit of Stanley Jensen

(c)

August 5,2009 - Order Setting Pre-Trial And Order Setting Jury Trial

(d)

January 29,2010 - Memorandum In Support of Plaintiff s Motion for
Summary Judgment

(e)

January 29,2010 - Affidavit of Lenard 1. Owens, MAl, in Support of
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

(f)

Affidavit of J. Philip Cook, MAl, in Support of Plaintiff s Motion for
Summary Judgment

(g)

March 9,2010 - Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum In Support Of Motion For
Summary Judgment

(h)

March 9, 2010 - Objection To Defendants' Evidence In Opposition To
Rocky Mountain Power's Motion For Summary Judgment

(i)

March 9, 2010 - Defense Answering Brief To Plaintiffs Motion For
Summary Judgment
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G)

March 9, 2010 - Defense Objection To The Admissibility Of Evidence
Submitted For Purposes Of Summary Judgment Motion By Plaintiff
(Rocky Mountain)

(k)

May 25,2010 - Motion For Reconsideration

(1)

May 25, 2010 - Affidavit Of Stanley K. Jensen In Support Of Motion For
Reconsideration

(m)

May 25,2010 - Affidavit Of Catherine C,. Jensen In Support Of Motion
For Reconsideration

(n)

May 25,2010 - Affidavit In Support Of The Defendants' Motion For
Reconsideration

(0)

May 25, 2010 - Affidavit In Support Of The Defendants' Motion For
Reconsideration

(P)

May 25,2010 - Letter (from Flinders Realty)

(q)

June 11,2010 - Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Reconsideration

(r)

June 23, 2010 - SupplementaVResponding Affidavit of Stanley K. Jensen

(s)

June 23, 2010 - Supplemental Affidavit In Support Of Motion for
Reconsideration

(t)

June 23, 2010 - Supplemental Affidavit In Support Of Motion For
Reconsideration

(u)

June 23, 2010 - Defendant's Reply To Plaintiffs Opposition To
Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration

8. Appellant requests and designates the following documents, charts, or pictures offered
or admitted as exhibits in this matter to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court:
(f)

The exhibits offered by the Defendant at the hearing on the Plaintiffs
Motion for Summary Judgment

(g)

The photographs attached as Exhibit C to the Affidavit of Catherine
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Jensen in Support of the Motion for Reconsideration.
7. I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter of the
proceedings at the address set out below:
Name and address:
Stephanie Davis
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello, ID 83201

(b)

No transcript of the proceedings has been requested nor designated by the
by the Appellant, and no transcript fee is necessary.

(c)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's record has
been paid.

(d)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid.

(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be ,served pursuant
to Rule 20.

DATED this / 1j,-jJ day of August, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the I b;"'- day of August, 2010, I served a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows:
Party(ies) Served:

Method of Service:

Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478
Fax No.: 801-534-0058

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Franklin N. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249
Fax No.: 522-8618

[ ] Mail
[} Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, UT 84065

[-f] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801

[-f] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission

Honorable Robert E. Naftz
District Judge
Bannock County Courthouse
624 E. Center, Room 220
Pocatello, ID 83201
Fax No.: 236-7012

[-f] Mail
[ ] Hand-Delivery
[ ] Facsimile Transmission
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation
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vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants/ Appellants.
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SHIRLEE BLAISDELL
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DISTRICT COURT
CASE NO. CV-2009-4

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
OF APPEAL
SUPREME COURT No. _ _ __

Appeal from: Sixth Judicial District, District Court, Oneida County, Honorable ROBERT C.
NAFTZ, presiding
Case Number from Court: ~~~~-------------------------------------CV-2009-4
Order or Judgment appealed from: MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER granting
Summary Judgment in Favor of the Plaintiff, filed April 20, 2010, DECREE OF EASEMENT filed
May 11, 2010, FINAL JUDGMENT OF CONDEMNATION filed May 11, 2010, and
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER dated July 6,2010
Attorney for Defendant-Appellants:

!-,A~d:.!:!:am~J-,-,.M~c~K:.!::;enz~ie~____________________

Attorney for Respondents: Stephen K. Christiansen and Franklin N. Smith
Appealed by: Defendants, Stanley K. Jensen and Catherine C. Jensen, as Trustees of the Stanley
and Catherine Jensen Family Living Trust
'
Appealed against:

Plaintiffs, Rocky Mountain Power, a division of PaciCorp, an Oregon

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL-l
Case CV-2009-4

corporation
~oticeof~ppealfiled: ~~=ucgu=s=t~I=6,~2=0~1=0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Amended Notice of Appeal filed:
~otice

_~~~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

of Cross-~ppeal filed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Amended Notice of Cross-~ppeal filed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Appellate fee paid: $101.00 District Court filing fee
Clerk's Record estimated fee paid: Yes ($100.00 pursuant to ~ppellant Rules)
Respondent/Cross/~ppellant

fee paid: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Respondent or Cross-Respondent's Request for additional record filed: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Transcript filed:

"-='--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Was District Court Reporter's Transcript requested?

N~o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~ameofReporter: ~S=t~ep~h=mu==·e~D~a~vl=·s~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____

D~TED this 19th day of ~ugust, 2010.

SHIRLEE BLMSDELL
Clerk of the District Court
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, Court Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 19th day of August, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the above and foregoing CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF APPEAL to the following person(s)
in the manner indicated below:
Adam McKenzie
Attorney at Law
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, ID 83263

(x] U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid
[] Hand Delivery
[] Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile

Stephpen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.o. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478

[x]
[]
[]
[]

U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Franklin N. Smith
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-2249

[x]
[]
[]
[]

U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

Idaho Supreme Court
Idaho Court of Appeals
P.o. Box 83720
Boise,ID 83720-0101

[x]
[]
[]
(]

U.S. MaiVPostage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

SHIRLEE BLAISDELL
Clerk of the District Court

Diane Skidmore,
Court Clerk
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation
Plaintiffs/Respondents,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMIL Y LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants/ Appellants.
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DISTRICT COURT
CASE NO. CV-2009-4

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

SUPREME COURT No. 37998-2010

I, Diane Skidmore, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District
of the State of Idaho, in and for Oneida County, do hereby certifY that the following is a list of the
exhibits, offered or admitted and which have been lodged with the Supreme Court or retained as
indicated:

PLAINTIFF'S EXHBITS
None

DEFENDANT'S EXHBITS
Defendant's exhibit # 1

Valuation of the Easement - Overhead Power Line

Defendant's exhibit #2

Rocky Mountain Power's Ariel Map of Jensen Property
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Supreme Court # 37998-2010
Oneida County # CV-2009-4

Defendant's exhibit #3

Ariel Map

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 2<jtJ.. day of

oob«

,2010.
SHIRLEE BLAlSDELL
Clerk of the District Court

By

~.,~

Diane Ski more
cc: Adam J. McKenzie
Stephen K. Christiansen
Idaho Supreme Court
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation
Plaintiffs/Respondents,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMIL Y LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants/ Appellants.
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DISTRICT COURT
CASE NO. CV-2009-4

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
SUPREME COURT No. 37998-2010

I, Diane Skidmore, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District, of
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Oneida, do hereby certify that the foregoing Clerk's
Record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction, and contains true
and correct copies of all pleadings, documents and papers designated to be included under Rule 28
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, the Notice of Appeal, any Notice of Cross-Appeal, and any additional
documents requested to be included.
I do further certify, that all documents, x-rays, charts and pictures, offered or admitted in
the above entitled cause, if any, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with
the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record, if requested, (except for exhibits NONE, which
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are retained in the possession of the undersigned), as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate
Rules.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said
District Court at Malad, Idaho, this Z1?tJ\.day of

Odobtr

SHIRLEE BLAISDELL
Clerk of the District Court

By[b,/~~,
Diane Skidmore,
Deputy Court Clerk
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,2010.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ,f5'('Q... day of No~ ,2010, I served a true and
correct copy of the above and foregoing CLERK'S CERTIFICATE to the following person(s) in the
manner indicated below:
Adam 1. McKenzie
Attorney at Law
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, ID 83263

[x] U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
[] Hand Delivery
[] Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile

Stephpen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478

[x]
[]
[]
[]

Idaho Supreme Court
Idaho Court of Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0101

[x] U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
[] Hand Delivery
[] Overnight Mail
[] Facsimile

U.S. MaillPostage Prepaid
Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
Facsimile

SHIRLEE BLAISDELL
Clerk of the District Court

~

.

Skidm~

Diane
Court Clerk
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IN THE SUPREMEME COURT OF THE STATE OF ID

*******
ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation
PlaintiffslRespondents,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY
AND CATHERINE JENSEN FAMIL Y LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,
Defendants/ Appellants.

To: Counsel for Plaintiffs/Appellants
Adam 1. McKenzie
Attorney at Law
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, ID 83263

To: Counsel for Defendants/Respondents
Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478
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DISTRICT COURT
CASE NO. CV -2009-4

NOTICE OF LODGING
CLERK'S RECORD

SUPREME COURT No. 37998-2010

Notice is hereby given that on _-,O"",d;p"""",W""""---,,,u=-;;v...-..-,U""'""-lJ!,-"O_ _ _, the Clerk's Record (x),
along with exhibits (x), The Reporter's Transcripts, to-wit: None requested, as requested ( ), in the
above referenced appeal, were lodged with the District Court Clerk.
The parties shall have twenty-eight (28) days from the date of service of the appeal
record to file any objections, together with a Notice of Hearing, with the District Court. If no
objection is filed, the record will be deemed settled and will be filed with the Supreme Court.
If there are multiple Appellants or Respondents, I will serve the record, and transcript(s) if any,
upon the parties upon receipt of a stipulation of the parties, or Court order stating which party shall
be served. If no stipulation or order is filed in seven (7) days, I will serve the party whose name
appears first in the case title.
DA TED this --=-,--t:h.._ day of _ _-""O=6tu=F-1<'7_
" _ _, 2010.
SHIRLEE BLAISDELL
Clerk of the District Court

~1/~
eputy Court Clerk

By
Diane S Idmore,
cc: Clerk of the Court
Idaho Supreme Court
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vs.
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DISTRICT COURT
CASE NO. CV-2009-4

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
SUPREME COURT No. 37998-2010

I, Diane Skidmore, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Oneida, DO HEREBY CERTIFY that I have personally
mailed, by United States mail, postage prepaid, on the -=_ of

Nt)0lnY~

, 2010, one

(1) copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the parties or their Attorney of Record as follows:

To: Counsel for Plaintiffs/Respondents
Stephen K. Christiansen
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 45340
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-1478
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To: Counsel for Defendants/Appellants
Adam 1. McKenzie
Attorney at Law
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, ID 83263
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the
seal of the said Court this

.T

day of

/'1~b-v

,2010.
SHIRLEE BLAISDELL
Clerk of the District Court

BY~~
S

Diane idIOOre,
Deputy Clerk
cc: Idaho Supreme Court
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
Stephen K. Christiansen (Idaho Bar No. 8032)
36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Post Office Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1478
Telephone: (801) 532-3333
Facsimile: (801) 534-0058
. Franklin N. Smith (Idaho Bar No. 1333)
510 "0" Street
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2249
Telephone: (208) 524-3700
Facsimile: (208) 522-8618
Attorneys for Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Power

- IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER. a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
'JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMILY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,

PlAINTIFF'S/RESPONDENT'S
REQUEST FOR ADDITION TO THE
RECORD

District Court Case No. CV-2009-4
Supreme Court No. 37998-2010

Defendants/Appellants

PlaintifflRespondent Rocky Mountain Power, through counsel, in accordance
with Idaho Appellate Rules Rule 29, hereby requests that two additional documents be
added to the Clerk's Record on Appeal that were inadvertently omitted, as follows:

_1,1-

12/0112010

10:04

1.

(FAX)

P.oo

Plaintiff's Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration,
filed 6/18/2010;

2.

Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Defendanfs Motion for
Reconsideration, filed 6/18/2010.

True and correct copies of these documents are attached hereto and made a
part hereof as Exhibit A and Exhibit 8. for the Court's reference.
/Jr.*
DATED this _..:;JV_ day of November, ,2010.

-~.c~

Stephen K. Christiansen
:
Franklin N. Smith
Attorneys for Rocky Mountain Power
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I hereby certify that on the () - day of November, 2010, I served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing PlAINTIFF'S/RESPONDENT'S REQUEST FOR
ADDITION TO THE RECORD upon the following, by first-class mail, postage prepaid,
addressed as follows:

Adam J. McKenzie, Esq.
McKenzie & McKenzie, P.A.
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, 10 83263
Idaho Supreme Court
Idaho Court of Appeals
P. O. Box 83720
Boise, 10 83720-0101
Oneida County District Court
Shirlee Blaisdell, Clerk
Diane Skidmore, Clerk
10 Court Street
Malad, 10 83252
(Via Federal Express)
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VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & MCCARTHY
Stephen K. Christiansen (Idaho Bar No. 8032)
36 South State Street, Suite 1900
Post Office Box 45340
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1478
Telephone: (801) 532-3333
Facsimile: (801) 534-0058
Franklin N. Smith (Idaho Bar No. 1333)
510 "0" Street
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2249
Telephone: (208) 524-3700
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TRUST; STEWART A JENSEN; BRIAN C.
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Civil No. CV-2009-4
Honorable Robert C. Naftz

Defendants.

The Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration is not well taken and should be
denied. Rule 11(a)(2) provides no grounds for relief from a final judgment. The Idaho
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appellate courts treat such improperly designated reconsideration motions as Rule
59(e) motions to alter or amend, which do not allow additional evidence to be

considered. When additional evidence is proffered, Idaho courts analyze the motion
under Rule 60(b), but reject evidence that was reasonably available to the movant
before the entry of judgment. Defendants do not properly analyze the case under these
standards and could not prevail under any standard given the record in this case.
Moreover. the affidavits and letter submitted with the motion come from witnesses not
timely identified under the Court's Rule 16 scheduling order, lack appropriate

foundation, and are irrelevant and inadmissible. The defendants also cannot make out
a business damages claim at this late date

und~r

the plain terms. of the business

damages statute. The Court should deny this motion on all grounds.

LEGAL STANDARDS
Citing I.R.C.P. 11 (a}(2)(b), the defendants have moved this Court to reconsider
its final disposition of the case granting summary judgment in favor of plaintiff Rocky
Mountain Power.

However, I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2}(B) is only a mechanism for a court to

reconsider interlocutory or post-judgment orders, not final decisions:
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the triar court may
be made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen
(14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for reconsideration of
any order of the trial court made after entry of final judgment may be filed
within fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order ....
I.R.C.P. 11(a)(2)(8) (emphasis added).

The Supreme Court holds that this plain

language means what it says: "A motion for reconsideration under Rule 11 (a){2){B) only
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applies to orders made before and after the entry of a final judgment, not to the final
judgment Itself.» Shelton v. Shelton, 148 Idaho 560, 225 P.3d 693, 700 n.4 (2009)
(citations omitted, emphasis added).
When asking a trial court to reconsider its final judgment, the proper motion to
bring is a Rule 59(e) motion to alter or amend the judgment. Straub v. Smith, 145 Idaho
65, 71, 175 P .3d 754, 760 (2007). Because the Idaho Rules do not allow the filing of a
motion to reconsider an order granting summary judgment, such motions if filed should
be treated as motions to alter or amend under Rule 59(e). Willis v. Larsen, 110 Idaho
818,821,718 P.2d 1256, 1259 (Idaho Ct. App. 1986).
However, a motion to alter or amend is not a blank $Iate to start the case over,
but rather "a mechanism to correct legal and factual errors occurring in proceedings
before it." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d 107,109 (1999).
Consequently, motions to alter or amend "must of necessity ... be directed to the status
of the case as it existed when the court rendered the decision upon which the judgment
is based."

Lowe v. Lym, 103 Idaho 259, 260, 646 P.2d 1030, 1034 (1982).

New

evidence may not be presented with a motion to alter or amend a judgment. Johnson v.
Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 471,147 P.3d 100,103 n.3 (2003).
If new evidence is offered, the motion is treated as a motion for relief from final
judgment under Rule 60(b) and the standards of that rule must be met. Savage Lateral
Ditch Water Users Ass'n v. Pulley. 125 Idaho 237,245,869 P.2d 554. 562 (1993).
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Finally: "Pro se litigants are not accorded any special consideration simply
because they are representing themselves and are not excused from adhering to
procedural rules."

In re SRBA. 35217. 2010 WL 1980433 (Idaho May 19. 2010)

(citations omitted).
ARGUMENT
POINT I
DEFENDANTS' MOTION SHOULD BE DENIED UNDER A PROPER
APPLICATION OF THE IDAHO RULES OF CIVil PROCEDURE.
A.

The Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration is Not Proper Under Rule
11(a)(2}(B).
Under Rule 11 (a}(2)(B), the defendants are not entitled to the relief they seek.
.
'.

That rule applies only to interlocutory orders Q! orders issued by the court following
entry of the final judgment. but not to the final judgment itself. Shelton v. Shelton.
148 Idaho 560, 225 P.3d 693, 700 n.4 (2009) (citations omitted); see also I.RC.P.
11(a)(2)(8) and I.RC.P. 59(e).

This Court's resolution of all claims by summary

judgment did not constitute either an "interlocutory" or a "post-judgmenf' order, but was
a final decision for which Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) reconsideration is inappropriate. See Willis v.
Larsen, 110 Idaho 818, 821,718 P.2d 1256, 1259 (Idaho App. 1986). The defendants'
motion should therefore be treated as a motion to alter or amend under Rule 59{e). (d.
B.

The Defendants Are Not Entitled to Relief Under Rule 59(e).
Because the Court correctly ruled on Rocky Mountain Power's Motion for

Summary Judgment, the defendants' motion is not supportable under I.RC.P. 59(e}.
Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration
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The purpose of Rule 59(e) is to provide a trial court with a mechanism to "correct legal
and factual errors." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 707, 979 P.2d 107,
109 (1999). However, the Court's review is of "the status of the case as it existed when
the court rendered the decision upon which the judgment;s based." lowe v. lym, 103
Idaho 259,260,646 P.2d 1030, 1034 (1982).
In this case, the Court made no legal or factual errors. Indeed, the defendants
do not even argue that the Court erred based on the record it had at the time of the
summary judgment motion.

Nor could they.

There was no record evidence on

summary judgment from which the defendants could obtain a verdict, and the
defendants do not_ argue that there

~as.

Rather, the defendants correctly state the

standard that was properly applied by the Court in granting Rocky Mountain Power's
Motion for Summary Judgment:
"When a motion for summary judgment has been supported by either
depositions, affidavits, or other evidence, the adverse party may not rest
upon the mere allegations or denials contained in parties' oleadings, but
must by affidavits or otherwise provide facts showing there is a genuine
issue of material fact for trial."
Oefs' Memo. p. 3 (emphasiS added), quoting I.R.C.P. 56(e).

That is exactly what

occurred in this case. Rocky Mountain Power offered evidence of the fair market value
of the easement through the affidavits of two independent appraisers, which the
defendants failed to ·refute with admissible facts.

The Court acted properly. by

conSidering the admissible evidence on file and of record when it granted summary
judgment.
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The entirety of the defendants' motion to reconsider is based rather on new
evidence submitted after the entry of judgment. New evidence may not, however, be
presented with a motion to alter or amend a judgment. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho
468,471,147 P.3d 100.103 n.3 (2003).
Regardless how this Court considers a Rule 59{e) challenge, it should be denied.

c.

The Defendants Do Not Meet the Standard to Present New Evidence Under

Rule 60(b).
When new evidence is offered after entry of a final judgment, as here, the motion
should be treated as a motion for relief from a final judgment under Rule 60(b). See
Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Ass'n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 245, 869 P.2d 554,
562 (1993). The defendants fail to address or meet the standards of this rule as well.
New evidence offered' in support of a Rule 60(b )(2) motion for relief from a final
judgment must be "newly discovered evidence." I.R.C.P.60(b)(2). The instant case fits
within the rule of Savage Lateral Ditch Water Users Ass'n v. Pulley, 125 Idaho 237, 245,
869 P.2d 554, 562 (Idaho 1993), in which the Supreme Court refused to allow new
affidavits in support of a motion to alter or amend an order of summary judgment
because the evidence was available before judgment:
Even if this motion was treated as one properly brought under Rule 60(b),
there is no evidence in the record that appellants demonstrated good
cause for admission nor did the appellants specify any grounds for relief.
These affidavits were not 'newly discovered' evidence in the usual
sense under Rule 60(b)(2), i.e .. they did not disclose information in
existence at the time of trial but not discoverable with due diligence. nor
did they present other reasons justifying the relief requested. See I.R.C.P.
60(b)(6).
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The defendants here likewise seek to offer untimely

affidavits without showing that there is good cause under Rule 60(b) for the Court
to consider the new evidence. The evidence proffered in support of the motion
does not disclose any information that was either unknown or undiscoverable by
due diligence before entry of the judgment. Nor have the movants demonstrated
any of the other numbered grounds for relief under Rule 60(b).

See I.R.C.P.

60(b)(1 }-(6).
In sum, the motion, construed as a Rule 60(b) motion, fails on its face.

D.

The Motion Fails Under Any of the Civil Procedural Rules.
Even if the Court were to consider this a proper Motion for: Reconsideration under

Rule 11 (a)(2)(8), the motion still fails under this and all other procedural rules.

The

defendants in essence present one argument: "Defendants were and are not trained
attomeys and were unaware of the requirements and methods of properly responding to
a motion for summary judgment."

(Dets.' Motion for Reconsideration, p. 1.)

The

defendants claim that "[h1ad Defendants had the assistance of counsel, [the] facts would
have been presented in a proper form for the Court's consideration." rd., p. 2; see also
Aff. of Stanley K. Jensen 1m 21,22; & Aft. of Catherine C. Jensen 1Mf 22,23.
This argument fails legally and factually. legally, the decision to proceed pro se
does not relieve a party of complying with any procedural rules. As noted by the Court
in its decision granting summary judgment, it is well established that a pro se litigant is
held to the same standards as one who is represented by counsel: "Pro se litigants are
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not accorded any special consideration simply because they are representing
themselves and are not excused from adhering to procedural rules."

Memorandum

Decision and Order, p. 9, quoting Michalk v. Michalk, 148 Idaho 224, 220 P.3d 580, 585
(2009), reh'g denied (Nov. 20, 2009) (citations omitted).

The Supreme Court has

reaffirmed this principle in a case decided since the issuance of this Court's decision.
See In re SRBA, 35217,2010 Wl1980433 (Idaho May 19, 2010).
Factually, these defendants had ample opportunity to obtain counsel if they h,ad
wanted to do so. As mentioned to the Court at the summary judgment hearing, Rocky
Mountain Power representatives repeatedly advised the defendants that they could and
shoul<:f retain an attomey to represent their interests and present their claims and
defenses in this case.

If the Court considers any evidence at this post-judgment

juncture, the Court should consider the following:
At the outset of the pre-litigation negotiation process with these landowners,
Rocky Mountain Power sent a statutory advice of rights letter dated July 16, 2008,
which included a Statement of Property Owners' Rights Under Idaho Condemnation
Laws advising as follows: "You have the right to consult with an attorney at any time
during this process." A copy of that letter is attached to the affidavit of counsel as
ExhibitA.
On August ·19, 2008, Rocky Mountain Power followed up with another letter,
further stating:
You have the right to consult with an attorney at any time during the
acquisition process. In cases in which Rocky Mountain Power condemns
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property and you are able to establish that just compensation exceeds the
last amount timely offered by Rocky Mountain Power by ten percent (10%)
or more, Rocky Mountain Power may be require(i to pay your reasonable
costs and attorney's fees.
That letter further contained an enclosure outlining property owners' rights under Idaho
Code § 7-711(2), which concludes by stating: "You have the right to consult with an
attorney. n

Copies of the August 19, 2008 letter and enclosure. together with the

certified mail return receipt. are attached to the affidavit of counsel as Exhibit 8.
On February 12. 2009, counsel for Rocky Mountain Power sent a letter to Mr.
Jensen addressing certain of Mr. Jensen's concerns. The letter included the following
statement: u[W]e strongly encourage you to hire independent legal counsel to explain
your rights and remedies to you." A copy Of the February 12, 2009 letter is attached to
the affidavit of counsel as Exhibit C.
On March 19, 2009, in connection with a then-proposed amendment to the
Occupancy Agreement, counsel for Rocky Mountain Power sent another letter to Mr.
and Mrs. Jensen, which stated: "As before, I urge you to consult with legal counsel
regarding these issues"; and "Again, if you have any questions, please let me know or
consult with an attorney of your choosing." A copy of the March 19, 2009 letter is
attached to the affidavit of counsel as Exhibit D.
On July 2, 2009, Rocky Mountain Power's attorney sent Mr. Jensen a letter
which stated, in part:

"' again strongly urge you to retain a lawyer andlor certified

appraiser who can advise you as to the proper methodology and value involved here"
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and "Again, I urge you to consult a lawyer to advise you on this subject." A copy of that
letter is attached to the affidavit of counsel as Exhibit E.
In spite of numerous and repeated admonitions throughout the course of this
dispute for the defendants to hire counsel, they did not. That was their choice, which
they were entitled to make; but they cannot now be heard to complain about it. At the
hearing on the Motion for Summary Judgment held on March 12, 2010, Mr. Jensen
appeared pro se, and repeated his determination to proceed pro se. This Court gave
him every opportunity to be heard.

The Court was very careful to assure that Mr.

Jensen could submit whatever he wanted and to present whatever he wanted in support
of his motion.

Following a full hearing on the matter, the Court issued its decision,

which states in relevant part:
While this Court does not doubt Mr. Jensen's good intentions and efforts,
those efforts do not change the fact that the Defendants did not actually
submit any evidence this Court could legally consider in its determination
regarding summary judgment. The Defendants simply did not comply with
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. As a pro se litigant, Mr. Jensen is held
to the same standards and rules that every attomey in this jurisdiction is
required to follow. .., [TJhe Defendants failed to submit any affidavits or
other admissible evidence in opposition to the Plaintiffs request for
summary judgment. .. , Thus, since the Defendants have failed to meet
their burden pursuant to Rule 56, this Court must grant the Plaintiffs
Motion for Summary Judgment.
Order, pp. 9-10.
The defendants are not now entitled to have a final judgment amended or set
aside based on their failure to avail themselves of counsel in this matter sooner. To now
cfaim-after an unfavorable judgment was entered-that their decision not to retain an
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attorney is a valid basis for reconsidering the final judgment is indefensible under Rule
11 (a)(2)(8) or any other rule. To hold otherwise would be to allow pro se litigants to eat
their cake and have it too.
Undoing the Court's valid judgment at this late date would prejudice this plaintiff,
not to mention waste precious judicial resources.

Rocky Mountain Power has been

diligent from the commencement of this dispute. It has complied with all pre-litigation
statutory requirements; it timely commenced litigation when the parties reached an
impasse; it was diligent in discovery; it timely met all scheduled deadlines; and it
properly moved for summary judgment at the close of discovery.
dragged on nearly .two years now, ~t ratepayers' expense.

The dispute has

In contrast to Rocky

Mountain Power, these defendants have not been diligent in asserting viable claims but
have ignored repeated suggestions to obtain legal counsel and now seek to start this
case over from square one - including apparently, starting over with new claims,
witness identification, and discovery, after enormous expense already incurred by
Rocky Mountain Power. That would be an unjust and unfair punishment to a plaintiff
that has been diligent from day one. There is no authority cited that would support it.
In sum, there is no good cause for a reconsideration of this matter, regardless of
the standard to be applied. The Court and the plaintiff gave these defendants every
benefit of the doubt over an extended period before final disposition of this matter. The
Court should firmly deny the Motion for Reconsideration.
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POINT II
THE AFFIDAVITS AND LETTER SUBMITTED BY DEFENDANTS ARE
IRRELEVANT AND INADMISSIBLE AND DO NOT CONSTITUTE
GROUNDS FOR DISTURBING THE COURT'S JUDGMENT.
The defendants' motion fails for the foregoing reasons.

Additionally. the

defendants do not suggest that this Court committed error in its summary judgment
ruling. let alone prejudicial error required under I.R.C.P. 61 for modification of the
judgment - nor could they. Instead, they simply ask the Court to allow them to start this
case aU over.
In support of this idea. the defendants submit for the first time affidavits and a
letter tha_t purport to spea.k to the fair market value of the defendants' property.
However, the affidavits and letter are irrelevant to the determination of the Motion for
Reconsideration, and are inadmissible for any other purpose.
None of the parties who signed the affidavits or letter were identified by the
Jensens as expert witnesses on Defendant's Witness Disclosure Statement filed under
the Court's scheduling order.

Therefore. they are precluded from offering expert

testimony in this matter. See Edmunds v. Kraner, 142 Idaho 867, 873. 136 P.3d 338,
344 (2006) (expert witnesses not disclosed by date established by trial court were
properly excluded). Nor have these defendants shown good cause under l.R.ep. 6(b)
or 16(b) for extending the time, long after the fact, in which to designate new witnesses.
The letter submitted by Lorinda Seamons is wholly inadmissible. As an unsworn
statement, it is "entitled to no probative weight in passing on motions for summary
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judgment." Tri State land Co.! Inc. v. Roberts, 131 Idaho 835. 839, 965 P.2d 195, 199
(Idaho Ct. App. 1998). Further. the fetter speculates about future value in the event the
property were subdivided into lots. See Seamons Jetter. The fact is that the property

was not subdivided into lots as of the valuation date, is not presently subdivided, and
never has been subdivided, making Ms. Seamons' conclusions as to future market
value of this property wholly speculative and irrelevant.

See Eagle Sewer Dist. v.

Hormaechea, 109 Idaho 418, 420,707 P.2d 1057, 1059 (Idaho Ct. App. 1985).
The affidavits of larry Oja and Jeffrey [last name illegible] regarding land values
offer concJusory statements only. and are not supported by any documentary evidence.
They lack an adequate foundation for their statements. They also. fail to recogni.ze that
property which ;s the subject of eminent domain proceedings is to be valued as of the
date the summons is issued. Idaho Code § 7-712. The affidavits do nothing to
acknowledge or provide relevant dates linking purported transactions to the taking. or to
otherwise establish the relevance of the discussions submitted to the Court. They
therefore fail wholly to provide relevant evidence of the fair market value of the
easement as of the statutory valuation date. Additionally. they contravene the Best
Evidence Rule in describing land transactions that are the subjective of written
documentation. See Idaho Code § 9-411 (providing in pertinent part that "[tJhere can be
no evidence of the contents of a writing other than the writing itself'); State v.
Rosencrantz. 110 Idaho 124, 130, 714 P.2d 93, 99 (Idaho Ct. App. 1986); see also
I.R.E. 1002. They are inadmissible and should not be considered.
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The defendants themselves submit affidavits that simply re-state information that
was already provided to Rocky Mountain Power's appraisers, or could have been, in
formulating fair market value conclusions. Thus, the defendants' evidence as to land
value has already been considered in the appraisals that underlie the Court's judgment.
The defendants had the chance to hire their own appraiser and further had the chance
to provide input to Rocky Mountain Power's appraisers. The defendants do not
themselves offer an appraisal or appraised value.
Furthermore, the defendants' non-land-value evidence lacks foundation and is
inadmissible. A goodly portion of the defendants' new affidavits relate to claims for
business damages that are unrecoverable as a matter pf law. See infra Part III. Even
so, the arguments they do make lack foundation: the defendants complain about being
unable to farm areas without a showing that they have been farming those areas; the
defendants provide no basis for the business numbers they invoke; the defendants
invoke issues that are immaterial and irrelevant to the just compensation determinations
decided by the Court; the defendants show no linkage to fair market value or
constitutional just compensation. Most telling, the defendants provide no good cause
for relieving them from their own prior determination to handle this case themselves.
In sum, the defendants fail to establish that this case should be re-opened and
re-litigated.· The Court should reject the motion for reconsideration in the interests of
justice.
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POINT III
THE DEFENDANTS' CLAIMS FOR DAMAGES TO THEIR BUSINESS
OPERATIONS ARE UNTIMELY.
lastly, the defendants endeavor to claim business losses by virtue of the
existence of the easement. (Aff. of Stanley K. Jensen mT 12, 15, 16 & 19; Aff. of
Catherine C. Jensen

mr 12,15,16 & 19.)

Those arguments, however, are not timely or

properly brought, and may not now be considered by the Court.
A property owner may only claim business damages in accordance with the
business damages statute, Idaho Code § 7-711 (2)(8). Under that statute, a property
owner who claims business damages must meet certain procedural requirements,
including submitting a written business damage claim to the plaintiff by certified mail,
return receipt requested, within ninety (90) days after service of the summons and
complaint for condemnation. The claim must include an explanation of the nature,
extent and

~mount

of the claimed damages that has been prepared by a certified public

accountant or business damage expert familiar with the operation of the claimant's
business and is supported by copies of the property owner's business records. Id. The
business damage claim must be clearly segregated from the property owner's cJaim for
severance damages.

19.:.

If a property owner fails to meet these requirements, the

Court must strike the business damage claim unless a good faith justification is provided
by the property owner. (d. § (ji).
The defendants failed on summary judgment and have failed again on
reconsideration to make a showing on any of these mandatory requirements. They did
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not because they cannot. Their claims for business damages must be stricken by the
Court under goveming law and cannot properly form the basis for a reconsideration.
CONCLUSION

The issue now before the Court is more than one of technical compliance. It is
one of fundamental fairness. This Court's proceedings do matter; they should not be
lightly undertaken and then challenged after the fact. They must be taken seriously the
first time and should not be re-litigated.
These defendants have been more than fairly compensated. They received
more than the highest just compensation established by two independent appraisals
and determined by the Court. Tbey received every benefit of the doubt. They have
never obtained or presented an appraisal of their own despite two years in which to do
so. They received sUbstantial monies to devote to the issues they now improperly raise.
This case represents the last piece of litigation in the State of Idaho on this power
line. The Court should not send this public utility back to square one to start over at this
late date. The Court was more than fair to these landowners. The landowners have
been justly compensated and were freely able to make determinations for themselves
as guaranteed to them as citizens of this state and nation. They should not be heard
now to reverse course and ask the Court to save them from themselves. The case law
from the Supreme Court holds just the opposite. Substantial justice calls for a resolute
denial of the defendants' Motion for Reconsideration confirming closure of this case.
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DATED this 17th day of June, 2010.

(

-

l&4a_

Stephen K. Christiansen
Franklin N. Smith
Attorneys for Rocky Mountain Power
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 1ih day of June, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION upon the following, by overnight courier, addressed as follows:

Adam J. McKenzie, Esq.
McKenzie & McKenzie, P.A.
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, 1083263
Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801
Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, UT 84095
Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthouse
P.O. Box 4847
Pocatello, 1083205

...
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Stephen· K. Christiansen (Idaho Bar No. 8032)
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Post Office Box 45340
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Telephone: (801) 532-3333
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Franklin N. Smith (Idaho Bar No. 1333)
510 "0" Street
P.O. Box 2249
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403-2249
Telephone: (208) 524-3700
Facsimile: (208) 522-8618
Attorneys for Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Power

IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT I~ AND FOR
ONEIDA COUNTY, STATE OF IDAHO

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER, a division of
PacifiCorp, an Oregon corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.
STANLEY K. JENSEN and CATHERINE C.
JENSEN, as Trustees of the STANLEY AND
CATHERINE JENSEN FAMilY LIVING
TRUST; STEWART A. JENSEN; BRIAN C.
PEARSON; and JOHN DOES 1-20,

AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN
OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Civil No. CV-2009-4
Honorable Robert C. Naftz
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Undersigned counsel for the plaintiff hereby affirms on oath and personal
know/edge that attached hereto are true and correct copies of the following do~uments
submitted in opposition to the defendants' Motion for Reconsideration:
Exhibit A: Rocky Mountain Powers statutory advice of rights letter to the
defendants herein dated July 16,2008, which included a Statement of Property Owners'
Rights Under Idaho Condemnation Laws.
Exhibit B: Rocky Mountain Power's letter of August 19,2008, to the defendants
herein, containing an enclosure outlining property owners' rights under Idaho Code § 7-

711 (2), together with the certified mail return receipt.
- Exhibit C:

Correspondenc~

dated February 12, 2009, from undersigned counsel

for Rocky Mountain Power to Stanley K. Jensen, defendant herein, which has been
redacted to eliminate reference to a settlement figure proposed by the defendant.
Exhibit 0: Correspondence dated March 19, 2009, from undersigned counsel for
Rocky Mountain Power to the defendants herein.
Exhibit E: Correspondence dated July 2, 2009, from undersigned counsel for
Rocky Mountain Power to Stan Jensen, defendant herein, which has been redacted to
eliminate reference to a settlement figure proposed by the plaintiff.
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"

)
: 55.

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )

DATED this 17'h day of June, 2010.

r :-~.C
Stephen K. Christiansen
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~ay of June, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on the 17'h day of June, 2010, I served a true and correct
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANTS'
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION upon the following. by overnight courier.
addressed as follows:

Adam J. McKenzie, Esq.
McKenzie & McKenzie, P.A.
102 North State Street - Suite 1
Preston, 10 83263
Stewart A. Jensen
214 Aerie Lane
Elko, NV 89801
Brian C. Pearson
11603 Jordan Farms Road
Riverton, UT 84095
Honorable Robert C. Naftz
Bannock County Courthouse
P.O. Box: 4847
Pocatello, 1083205
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Right of\\iay Department
1407 WNorth Temple, Suite #110
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116

July 16, 2008
Mr. Stanley and Catherine Jensen
6858 N. Old Highway 191
Malad.lD 83252

Re: Rocky Mountain Power Transmission Line Project - Populus to Ben Lomond
Right-of-Way Acquisition
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Jensen:
You have likely heard about the transmission line that Rocky Mountain Power is building to bring
the electricity necessary to keep up with growth and economic development in Idaho and the west.
Rocky Mountain Power recognizes and appreciates that property owners whose land(s) may be
affected are anxious t9 understand many things associated with the project.
It is likely your property will be impacted to some degree by the project. Rocky Mountain Power
wants to provide you the opportunity to discuss the project. ask questions, express concems. and
understand the process for acquiring property or easement rights.
'While open houses and other public hearings have been held to help infonn the general pub lie
regarding the project. it is clear that meeting with individual property owners is the best method of
addressing each owner~' questions and concerns.
Right of Way Agents representing Rocky Mountain Power have started negotiations with land
owners on various portions of the project. Because the transmission line is nearly ninety (90) miles
in length and traverses hundreds of property ownerships. the process of personally contacting every
property owner will necessarily require some time to complete. A Right of Way Agent from
Electrical Consultants Jnc. (Eel), representing Rocky Mountain Power, will contact you within the
next three months to provide additional details about how this project may impact you and answer
any questions you may have.

A statement of property O\\'I1ers' rights under Idaho condemnation laws is enclosed.
A number of property owners have expressed a desire to meet with a Right of Way Agent early in tht.:
process. It is our desire to respond as quickly as possible to such requests. You may contact a Right
of Way Agent at Eel to make inquires, or to initiate discussions or negotiations by calling (80 I) 2929954 and requesting to speak to Jerry Hanson (ECI Right of Way Project Manager) or Keirh Corry
(ECI Lead Right of Way Agent).
We look forward to the opportunity to meet with you.
Regards •
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Harold Dudley
Property Agent
Rocky Mountain Power Right of Way Services
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STATEMENT OF PROPERTY OWNERS' RIGHTS UNDER

IDAHO CONDEMNA nON LA WS
Rocky Mountain Power is beginning construction of a new electric transmission 1ine that
will run from the Populus. Idaho substation to the Ben Lomond substation near Brigham City.

Utah. T11e new transmission line will require a corridor 150 feet wide in order to protect the
public and insure the safety and reliabiljty of the transmission system. This notice is directed to
Idaho property owners whose properties lie within the new transmission line corridor. The
purpose of this notice is to advise you of your rights under Idaho law during the negotiations to
acquire property for the transmission line. and in any subsequent condemnation proceedings that
may be necessary.
Rocky Mountain Power has the power under the constitution and the laws of the State of
Idaho and the United States to take private property for public use. This power is generally
referred to as the power of "eminent domain" or condemnation. The power can only be
exercised when:
•

The property to be taken is needed for a public use authorized by Idaho law;

•

The taking of the property is necessary to such use;

•

The property taken must be located in the manner which will be most cumpatible
with the greatest public good and the feast private injury.

We 'w:iII pegotiate with you in good faith to purchase the property interest to be taken· and
to settle with you for any other damages that may result to the remainder of your property.
The value of your property is to be detennined based upon its highest and best use.
You are entitled to be paid for any diminution in the value of your remaining property
which is caused by the taking of a portion of your property for our transmission line. This
compensation. called "severance damages," is generally measured by comparing the value of the
property before the taking and the value of the property after the taking.
If the negotiations to purchase the property and settle damages are unsuccessful, you are
entitled to assessment of compensation and damages from a court, jury or referee as provided by
Idaho Jaw.
Until a condemnation action is filed, we will provide you, at your request, a copy of all
appraisal reports or market data valuations that we have obtained concerning your property.
On'ce a condemnation action is filed, the Idaho rules of ci"i/ procedure will govern the disclosure
of appraisals.
You have the right to obtain your own appraisal or consult with an appraiser of your
choosing at any time during the acquisition process. However, this will be at your cost and
expense.
You may take up to thirty (30) days to respond to our irutial purchase offer.
You have the right to consult \Vith an attorney at any time during this process.
Rocky Mountain Po\ver is committed to dealing with you fairly and in good faith
throughout this process.
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Stanley & Catherine Jensen
6858 N. Old Hwy 191
. Malad, ID 83252
PSL- 38, 38R, 39, 39R

RE: Rocky Mountain Power Transmission Line Project - Populus to Ben lomond
Right of Way Acquisition J Statement of Property Owners' Rights Under Idaho
Condemnation Laws
Dear Stanley & Catherine Jensen:
Rocky Mountain Power is beginning construction of a new electric transmission
line that will run from the Populus. Idaho substation to the Ben Lomond substation near
Brigham City, Utah. The new transmission line will require a corridor 150 feet wide in
order to protect the public and insure the safety and reliability of the transmission
system. This notice is directed to Idaho property' owners whose prope(ties lie within the
new transmission line corridor. The purpose of this notice is to advise you of your rights
under Idaho law during the negotiations to acquire property for the transmission line,
and in any subsequent condemnation proceedings that may be necessary.
Rocky Mountain Power has the power under the constitution and the laws of the
State of Idaho and the United States to take private property for public use. This power
"is generally referred to as the power of "eminent domain- or condemnation. The power
can only be exercised when:
•

The property to be taken is needed for a public use authorized by Idaho
law;

•

The taking of the property is necessary to such use;

•

The property taken must be located in the manner which will be most
compatible with the greatest public good and the least private injury.

Rocky Mountain Power must negotiate with you, the property owner, in good
faith to purchase the property sought to be taken and/or to settle with you for any other
damages which might result to the remainder of your property.
The owner of private property to be acquired by the condemning authority is .
entitled" to be paid for any diminution in the value of your remaining property which is
caused by the taking and the use of the property taken proposed by Rocky Mountain
Power. This compensation, called "severance damages: is generally measured by
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comparing the value of the property before the taking and the value of the property after
the taking.
Damages are assessed according to Idaho Code.
The value of the property to be taken is to be determined based upon the highest
and best use of the property.
If the negotiations to purchase the property and settle damages are
unsuccessful, you are entitled to assessment of damages from a court, jury or referee
as provided by Idaho Jaw.
You have the right to consult with an appraiser of your choosing at any time
during the acquisition process at your cost and expense.
Rocky Mountain Power shall deliver to you, upon request, a copy of all appraisal
reports and/or market data valuations concerning your property prepared by Rocky
Mountain Power. Once a complaint for condemnation is filed, the Idaho rules of civil
procedure control the disclosure of appraisals and market data valuations.
You have the right to consult with an attorney at any time during the acquisition
process. In cases in which Rocky Mountain Power condemns property and you are
able to establish that just compensation exceeds the last amount timely offered by
Rocky Mountain Power by ten percent (10%) or more, Rocky Mountain Power may be
required to pay your reasonable cos,ts and attorney's fees. The court will make the
determination whether costs and fees will be awarded.
This summary of rights is deemed delivered when sent by United States certified
mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the person or persons shown in the official records
of the county assessor as the owner of the property. A second copy will be attached to
the appraisal report and/or market data valuation at the time it is delivered to you.
Rocky Mountain Power or any of its agents or employees shall not give you any
timing deadline as to when you must respond to Rocky Mountain Power's initial offer
which is less than thirty (30) days. A violation of the this requirement shall render any
action pursuant to Chapter 7, Eminent Domain, of TiUe 7, Idaho Code, null and void.
Under section 7-711(2}(b}, Idaho Code, damages may be assessed in a
condemnation action for damages to a business. In order to recover for damages to a
business, the property sought to be taken by Rocky Mountain Power must constitute a
part of a larger parcel, the business must be owned by the person whose lands are
sought to be taken or be located upon adjoining lands owned or held by such person,
the business must have more than five (5) years' standing, and the taking of a portion of
the property and the construction of the improvement in the manner proposed by Rocky
Mountain Power must cause the damages. Business damages pursuant to section 7711(2)(b) are not available if the loss can reasonably be prevented by a relocation of the
business or by taking steps that a reasonably prudent person would take, or for
damages caused by temporary business interruption due to construction.
Compensation for business damages shall not be duplicated in the compensation
otherwise available to the property owner under paragraphs (1) and (2)(a) of section 7-
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711. Idaho Code. Section 7-711 (2)(b). Idaho Code, sets forth the procedures an owner
claiming. business damages must take. and the timing thereof, in the event the
negotiations to purchase the property and settle damages are unsuccessful and an
action in condemnation is filed by Rocky Mountain Power.
Nothing in this summary of your rights- changes the assessment of damages set
forth in section 7-711, Idaho Code.
Please expect a representative of Rocky Mountain Power to contact you as
Rocky Mountain Power proceeds with its negotiations with property owners along the
new transmission line corridor.
Sincerely.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN POWER
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August 22, 200B

ADDmONAL RJGHTS OF IDAHO PROPERTY OWNERS IN CONDEMNATION PROCEEDINGS
Under section 7-711(2), Idaho Code, if the property sought to be condemned constitutes a part of a larger
parcel, the court, jury or referee in a condemnation proceeding may award to you:
(a) the damages which will accrue to the portion not sought to be condemned, by reason of its
severance from the portion sought to be condemned, and the construction of the Improvement In the manner
proposed by the plaintiff; and
(b) the damages to any business qualifying under this subsection having more than five (5) years'
standing which the taking of a portion of Ihe property and the construction of the improvement in the manner
proposed by the plaintiff may re9sonably cause. The business must be owned by the party whose lands are
being condemned or be located upon adjoIning lands owned or held by such party. Business damages under
Ihls subsection shall not be awarded if the loss can reasonably be prevented by a relocation of the business or
by taking steps that a reasonably prudent person would take, or for damages caused by temporary business
interruption due to construction; and provided further that compensation for business damages shall not be
duplicated in the compensation otherwise awarded to the property owner for damages pursuant to subsections
(1) and (2)(a) of section 7-711. Idaho Code.
i) rr the business owner intends to claim business damages under this
subsection, the owner, as defendant, must submit a written business damage
claim to the plaintiff within ninety (90) days alter service of the
summons and complaint for condemnation. The plaintiffs initial offer
letter or accompanying information must expressly inform the defendant of
its rights under this subsection, and must further inform the defendant of
its righf to consult with an attomey.

(ii) The defendant's written claim must be sent to the plaintiff by
certified mail. retum receipt requested. Absent a showing of a good faith
justification for the failure to submit a business damage claim within
ninety (90) days, or an agreed extension by the parties, the court shall
strike the defendant's claim for business damages in any condemnation
proceeding.
(iii) The bUsiness damage claim must Include an explanation of the nature,
extent, and monetary amount of such claimed damages and must be prepared
by the owner, a certified public accountant, or a business damage expert
familiar with the nature of the operations of the defendant's bUSiness.
The defendant shall also provide the plaintiffwifh copies of the
defendant's business records that substantiate the good faith offer to
settle the business damage claim. The business damage claim must be
clearly segregated from the claim for property damages pursuant to
subsections (1) and (2)(a) of this section 7-711,ldaho Code.
(iv) As used in this subsecHon, the term "business records" includes,
but is not limited to, copies of federal and state income tax returns,
state sales tax fetums, balance sheets, and profit and loss statements
for the five (5) years preceding which are attributaQle to the business
operation on the property to be acquired, and other records relied upon by
the business owner that substantiate the business damage claim.
(v) The plaintiffs good faith In falling to offer compensation for
business damages shall not be contested at a possession hearing held
pursuant to section 7-721, Idaho Code, if the defendant has not given
notice of its intent to claim business damages prior fo the date of filing
of the motion that initiates the proceeding under that section.
You have the right to consl,llt with an attorney.
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February 12, 2009

Mr. Stanley K. Jensen
6858 North Old Highway 191
Malad, ID 83252
Re: . Rocky Mountain Power Easement
Parcel Nos. RP0284-200 and RP0285-600
Eel Nos. PSL-38 & PSL-39
Dear Mr. Jensen;

VANCOTT. eAGLEY.
CORNWALL

.&.

MCCARTHY. p.c.

£STAat.'SHEO 18,.".

Thank you for talking with us recently and explaining your concerns
related to the easement. We have looked into the items that were discussed.
This letter is provided in an attempt to negotiate a settlement with you, and is
not admissible as evidence pursuant to Rule 408 of the Idaho Rules of
Evidence. Rocky Mountain Power Is very interested in reaching a settlement
with you; therefore, we strongly encourage you to hire independent legal
counsel to explain your rights and remedies to you.
Gate. As you know, Rocky Mountain Power has agreed to lock your
gate ,,",.'hen :t leaves your prcpert'y"'.
Road Improvements. You expressed an interest In knowing the types
of materials that will be used to improve the roads, specifically the drainage
and the type of surfacing materlal that will be .used. Although Rocky
Mountain Power's representatives have determined where the road will be
located, the construction specifications have not been done yet. Rocky
Mountain Power will rely on the expertise of its contractor to determine how
the road wilf be built, which the contractor cannot do until the weather
improves. The contractor will contact you before they come to your property,
and will be available to explain the road improvements that will be made and
answer any questions you have.

2300W.SAHARAAVENUE
SUITE 600
LAS VEGAS. NEVADA
89J02 USA

Feed. You said that representatives from Rocky Mountain Power
agreed
compensate you for cattle feed for times when the cattle need to be
kept off the pasture land near the easement sIte. Rocky Mountain Power does
not ht,'ve any evidence that any of Its activities so far have required the cattle
. to be moved. If you have evidence that any of Rocky Mountain Power's
activities required the cattle to be moved, we would appreciate receiving that
information.
.

to

T 702.436 0006
F 601."37.oa06
WWW.VANCOiT.COM

LAW OFFICES
SALT LAKE CITY

Rocky Mountain Power wants to make a fair settlement with you for
the easement. Although Rocky Mountain Power can continue its project under
the terms of the occupancy agreement and the judge's order, ultimately
Rocky Mountain Power will need to obtain a permanent easement. Rocky
Mountain Power would prefer to settle the terms of the easement and the
payment amount with you rather than continue to litigate the matter.

OGDEN
PARK CITY

LAS VEGAS

..... ,.

LEX~MUNDI

I'lIE 'llll)1lU)-S LUDIN,,,,uoaAnDM
OF lNDEPEHOE)f'J uw flAIAS
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Mr. Stanley K. Jensen
February 12, 2009
Page 2

VANCOTT

. You mentioned that you do not want to discuss final compensatron for
the easement because you do not know what future damages may occur.
Payment for the easement and payment for future damages are two separate
issues. If we reach an agreement regarding payment for the easement,
Roclcy Mountain Power would remain liable to you to the full extent allowed by
law for all future damages resulting from its use of the easement. Rocky
Mountain Power is committed to keeping the damages to your land to a
minimum, since it is in your best Interests and its best interests to do so.
However,. If you incur any damages in the future, you may submit any
eVidence of those damages to Rocky Mountain Power.
Rocky Mountain Power acknowledges that you have offered to sell the
easement for $
. As you know, the payment made to you when
you signed the occupancy agreement was based on an appraisal of the fair
market value of the easement. If you can provide an appraisal from a
certified appraiser that supports a higher amount of compensation, we would
be happy to review the appraisal and consider a greater amount of
compensation.
If you would fike to discuss this matter, please feel free to call.

Sincerely,

f;

_

/l

i

~ftMJ(J~v:JeV
Stephen K. Christiansen"
Heidi K. Gordon·'
Enclosures
cc: R. Jeffrey Richards, Esq.
Harold Dudley
Jerry J. Hanson
"Admitted in Idaho, Utah, and Nevada
"Admitted in Utah

(,50 :400445vIA
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STePHEN K. CHRISTIANseN
D"eet: BDl 237.0<56

schrt¢tiitMen@YancQu com

March 18, 2009

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

VANCOTT. BAGLEY.
CORNWALL

Stanley & Catherine Jensen
5858 North Old Highway 191
Malad, 10 83252

&

MCCARTHY. P.C.

ESTABlISHED 1874

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Jensen:
I appreciate speaking with you, Stan, o!1 the telephone the other day.
As I indicated, a realignment of poles on property north of yours has
necessitated a slight realignment of the overhang easement on your property.
The realignment is shown in the materials I am providing you. Please let me
know if you ·have any questions regarding the same. 1 will answer them or
get you in touch with' someone who can.
The overhang realignment results in an additional 0.138 acres of
property within the easement area~ Rocky Mountain Power proposes an
amendment to the occupancy agreeme'nt to address this revision. A proposed
form of amendment to the occupancy agreement is included for your review.
In connection with this amendment, Rocky Mountain Power will pay
you an additional $500.00. This amol,lnt has been calculated based on the
percentage of the total appraisal allocated to the overhang (35%). Thirty-five
percent Qf the total amount paid for occupancy ($215,630.00) is $56,700.00
for 21.68 acres affected by the overhang. This is $3,481.12 per acre paid for
the overha~g area. When this per-acre amount is multiplied by 0.138 acres,
the result Is $480.00, which 1 have rounded up to $500.00. This payment will
be mC!de Without any prejudice to your right tp claim more in the pending
. lawsuit.

36 S. STATE STR£ET
SUITE 1900
SALT lAKE CITY. UTAH

T 601.532.3333

If you have any questions about this, please let me know and I will
address them .. If the occupancy amendment appears satisfactory, please sign
the same where indicated and return it to me in one of the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelopes. I will then order the check from Rocky·
Mountain Power and remit the same to you.
before, I urge you to consult
with legal counsel regarding these issues.

As

. lastly, I have enclosed an Amended Complaint in the pending litigation
that will be filed with the court. The Amended Complaint sets forth for the
·court th.e ~ealignment issue so that compensation can be determined based
on the revised design. To avoid formal service of process, I am enclosing an
Acceptance of Service as we discussed. Please sign and date the same where
indicated and return it to me in the other of the enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelopes. I have induded an extra copy of the Acceptance of
Service for your records as well. This'does not. bind you to anything in the
40199Sv.l

F 501.534.0055
WWW.VANCOTT.COM

LAW OFFICES
SAlT LAKE CITY
OGD£N
PARK CITY
LAS VEGAS
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VANCOTT

Stanley & Catherine Jensen
March 18; 2009
Page 2
Amended Complaint but rather indicates that y.ou received a copy of the
Amended Complaint and that formal service oflhe papers by a process server
is not necessary. Again, if you have any questions, please let me know or
consult with an attorney of your choosing.
.
Thank you.

Stephen K: Christiansen
SKC:jsh
Enclosures
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Olter;!, 801 237.0_56

5chdst'aoscoQyaocott com

July 2, 2009

Stan Jensen
6858 North Old Highway 191
Malad, Idaho 83252

VANCOTT. BAGLE:v.
CORNWALL

Dear Mr. Jen!>en:

/!L

MCCARTHY. p.C.

I received your letter and a copy of your filing with the Court. With
respect to your letter, the fact that multiple attorneys and appraisers decline
to agree with the values you attempt to assign to the easement Is a strong
. indicator of the unreasonableness of your numbers. I again strongly urge you
to retain a 'lawyer and/or certified appraiser who can advise you as to the
proper methodology and value involved here.
With respect to access and gate issues, as raised in your court filing,
the contractor building the project, PITP, met with you and opened a dIalogue
early in this process. I encourage you to raise construction logistics concerns
with them directly and promptly rather than let them grow or fester over
extended periods. We have attempted and will attempt to address your,
: concerns. In this instance, PlTP is best situated to do so since it has a
contractllJal
. , obligation with Rocky Mountain Power to address construction
issues. !
Please note that the occupancy monies paid to you far exceeded the
appraised value of Rocky Mountain Power's easement and were more than
adequate to address any ongoing concerns you may have, including feed,
until a final resolution of this case can be reached. Your decision to use over
$200,000.00. to pay farm debt as opposed to any other expenses is between
yo·u and Your financIal Institution and was not dictated by Rocky Mountain
Power.

36 S. STATE 5TUEET
SUITE 1900
SALT l.AKE CITY. UTAH

lastly, with respect to feed speCifically, my earlier discussions with you
did not result In a final resolution of this Issue. We are not on the same page
as to the number of head, the relevant time frames, or the appropriate
compensation for the feed, nor have we received any documentation to back
up a ny claim. These are alleged damages that are part of your compensation
case against Rock;y Mountain Power and remain to be resolved. Again, I urge
you to consult a lawyer to advise you on this subject. Nevertheless, as I have
indicated before, we are willing to negotiate this issue but the basis for any
resolution must be reasonable and supportable. In the spirit of an attempted
compromise, Rocky Mountain Power offers to pay $
to resolve any
and all outstanding feed issues. This Is a Rule 408 settlement offer.

T eOI.$32 .333 3
"'801.534.0058
WWW.VANCOTT.COM
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Stan Jensen
July 2, 2009
Page 2
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Please contact me to discuss and/or if you have any follow up
questions.

SKC:jsh
cc: Jeff Richards
Harold Dudley
Frank Smith
Heidi Gordon
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